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Cover micrograph
Atomic-scale study of structural changes of Cu80Pd20 particles 
during a redox cycle. Top row shows HAADF-STEM images 
of (a) fresh sample (particles supported on amorphous carbon), 
(b) sample after reduction (at elevated temperature of 400 °C) 
showing moderate sintering, and (c) oxidized sample (400 °C) 
with internal segregation of Cu and Pd, and extensive sintering 
caused by collapse of the carbon support. Bottom row shows 
STEM and EELS analyses of a single particle under O2 (400 °C) 
after oxidation. (a) HAADF-STEM image of the whole particle 

layer on top of the crystalline particle. (b) and (c) EELS spectra 
of Cu L2,3 edge indicating the presence of CuO and of Pd L2,3 edge 
revealing the presence of PdO.
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Introduction

Heterogeneous catalysis plays a crucial role in the industrial 
production of chemicals. In fact, transition metals are relevant 

of fuels and environmental engineering. For instance, Pd 
nanoparticles are excellent catalysts in automobile catalytic 
converters for transforming toxic hydrocarbons and nitrogen 
oxides into less harmful products [1, 2]. Another important 
example is Lindlar’s catalyst, which consists of Pd deposited on 
CaCO3 for the hydrogenation of alkynes [3]. The adsorption of 
alkynes on a Pd surface leads to the formation of alkenes, which 
are valuable molecules to synthesize alcohols or plastics. 

However, Pd became very expensive due to its ubiquitous 
usage and scarcity. To reduce the cost of Pd-based catalysts, it 
is advantageous to dilute Pd atoms into a less expensive metal 
and optimize Pd's catalytic activity [4, 5]. The mixture with a 
less expensive metal can increase the surface of exposed Pd 
to maximize metal-gas interactions. Additionally, previous 
publications have shown synergetic effects obtained with mixing 
two transition metals [6, 7]. The combination of two metals can 
lead to enhanced activity and selectivity and ultimately yield 
better control of chemical reactions. Specifically, it has been 
shown that Cu-Pd systems can display improved properties for 
a range of chemical reactions [8, 9]. However, little is known 
about dynamical changes in the Cu-Pd catalysts during reaction. 

The knowledge of changes in morphology, composition, and 
valence state is necessary to guide the design of stable and 

We performed a STEM-EELS analysis of Cu80Pd20 particles 
using both ex situ  and in situ  conditions to answer these 
questions. For the ex situ analysis, free-standing particles were 
analyzed. The particles were deposited on an amorphous carbon 
support with a 20% metal weight loading for in situ  analysis. 
This was done to avoid sintering of free-standing CuPd particles 
and to recreate realistic conditions. In fact, nanocatalysts are 
often deposited on a substrate such as amorphous carbon or 
oxides to stabilize the particles.

Experimental details

Cu80Pd20 particles were synthesized with a previously reported 
method [10].

For this study, a JEOL NEOARM was used in STEM mode. 

and a probe current of 150 pA. For EELS, the camera length 
was 2 cm, and the probe current was 700 pA. EELS data were 
collected with a K2-IS camera provided by Gatan, in Summit 
mode. In situ experiments were done with a gas-heating holder 

on an SiN3 chip and was enclosed into a micro-cell on the tip 
of the environmental holder. Control of temperature and gas 

Palladium is a major catalyst used in industrial processes and environmental engineering. However, the high 

price of palladium limits its application for large-scale chemical production. To circumvent this issue, palladium is 

often incorporated with a less expensive material to reduce the costs of catalysts. In this work, bimetallic Cu
20

Pd
80

particles were studied with in situ scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) in the JEOL NEOARM (JEM-

ARM200F). We report structural modification of Cu
80

Pd
20

 particles, primarily upon oxidation, that can be expected to 

impact the activity of the material. Exposure to an oxidative atmosphere leads to substantial segregation of Cu oxide, 

and Pd atoms became covered with Cu atoms. Electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) showed oxidation of Pd 

after exposure to O
2
 at 400 °C. In contrast, the particles remained stable under a reductive environment at elevated 

temperatures. These results emphasize the necessity of keeping Cu-Pd systems under a reductive environment to 

avoid segregation of Cu oxide on the surface, resulting in the catalyst deactivation.
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gases were used, and the cell was purged with N2 after exposure 
to H2 and before introducing O2. In the in situ experiment, the 
catalyst was exposed to 400 °C under H2 for 1 hour. Then, the 
temperature was decreased to room temperature, the cell was 
purged with N2, and O2 was introduced. Ultimately, the system 
was exposed to O2 at 400 °C for 1 hour. 

Results and Discussion

First, an ex situ  analysis was performed on free-standing 
Cu80Pd20 particles. High-angle annular dark-field (HAADF)-
STEM images obtained with the JEOL NEOARM instrument 
are shown in Figure 1. Most particles had a random alloy 

are brighter than others in a random fashion. In fact, the 
brightness of atoms is proportional to Z1.65 in HAADF imaging, 
one can conclude that bright columns contain more Pd atoms 
than dim columns [11]. In some cases, it was possible to observe 
an intermetallic solution, as shown in Figure 1b. It is possible to 
identify bright rows of atoms between dim rows of atoms richer 

in Cu. Figure 1c shows a representative set of Cu80Pd20 particles. 
The nanostructures are spherical and monodispersed (5.34 ± 0.57 
nm). Figure 1d shows the size distribution over 100 particles 
and underlines that most particles have a diameter comprised 
between 4.5 nm and 6.5 nm.

Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) and EELS were 
also performed. Elemental mappings with EDS data show a 
uniform distribution of Cu and Pd within individual particles 
(Figure 2a-c). EELS analysis indicates that Cu and Pd are not 
oxidized, as no white line could be seen on the L2,3 edges for 
both elements (Figure 2d and 2e). The presence of a white line 
is a characteristic of CuO and PdO and is due to unfilled 3d 
orbitals in oxides that allow additional energy transitions visible 
as a peak in the L2,3 edges. The reference spectrum for Cu2O has 
no white line, but the absence of detected oxygen with EELS 
emphasizes that Cu is metallic in the fresh sample. To conclude, 
the fresh sample of free-standing Cu80Pd20 particles had metallic 
Cu and Pd, and no substantial traces of oxygen were detected. 
The high intensity of signal from the Pd L2,3 is a direct result 
of the high brightness of the cold field-emission source of the 
NEOARM, the CESCOR aberration corrector and the use of the 
K2-IS detector.

Following this initial ex situ analysis, the nanoparticles were 

Fig. 1   HAADF-STEM images and particle size distribution of the Cu80Pd20 samples.

Fig. 2   EDS and EELS analysis of the sample under ex situ  conditions.

(a) Atomic resolution image showing the random alloy configuration that was observed in most particles. (b) Atomic resolution image showing an intermetallic solution of Cu and 

Pd. (c) Representative set of Cu
80

Pd
20

 particles. (d) Particle size distribution. The particles are monodispersed, and most particles have a diameter between 4.5 nm and 6.5 nm.

(a) Combined EDS map of Cu and Pd 

indicating a uniform mixing between Cu 

and Pd. (b) EDS map for Cu. (c) EDS map 

for Pd. (d) Cu L
2,3

 edge indicating a metallic 

state. (e) Pd L
2,3

 edge with no white line, 

indicating a metallic state for Pd. 
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deposited on an amorphous carbon film with a metal weight 
loading of 20%. The sample was enclosed in a microcell in 
the environmental holder and was exposed to the redox cycle 
described in the “experimental details” section. 

HAADF-STEM images for each step of the cycle are shown 
in Figure 3. The sample was particularly sensitive to the beam, 
hence images from different regions are shown for each step 
to avoid beam-induced effect after multiple imaging. In the 
fresh sample, the particles are dispersed on the carbon film, 
and some particles are located very close to each other (Figure 
3a). After exposure to H2 at 400 °C, it is possible to observe 
some sintering and formation of larger particles (Figure 3b). It 
should be noticed that Figures 3a and 3b have the same size for 
the scalebar. Finally, internal segregation of Cu and Pd was not 
observed, as no dimmer regions within the particles were visible. 
Based on the brightness and contrast, no Pd-rich regions could 
be seen on the HAADF-STEM images. 

Upon exposure to oxygen at high temperatures, the amorphous 
carbon support collapsed. Additionally, Cu was pulled out of the 
particles, and Cu oxide “leaked out” of the Cu80Pd20 particles. The 
segregated CuO is indicated by the red arrows in Figure 3c. The 
dim brightness indicates a light oxide, and an additional EELS 
analysis indicated that these regions were composed of CuO.

A more detailed analysis was performed on the sample 
after oxidation, as the changes to the catalyst were substantial. 
Figure 4 summarizes an analysis on a single, larger-than-
average particle at the end of the redox cycle. Figure 4a shows 
an atomic resolution HAADF-STEM image of a single particle 
taken in an the O2 environment at 400 °C. In Figures 4b and 4c, 
EELS analysis was performed on the particle and showed that 
Cu became oxidized into CuO within the particles. Indeed, the 
analysis was performed on the particle, excluding Cu oxide that 
migrated out of the particles, as in Figure 3d. The study of the 
Pd L3 edge displayed the characteristic “white line” for the PdO 
phase. Thus, the oxidative conditions were strong enough to 
oxidize Pd, even though Cu migrated to the surface and covered 
Pd. The white line was visible for EELS data collected on the 
edges and the middle of the particle. Even though the presence 
of metallic Pd in the core cannot be excluded, the EELS 
investigation shows a deep penetration of oxygen inside the 
particles, leading to the formation of Pd oxide well below the 

4d) shows the presence of a dim layer covering the crystalline 
particles. The low brightness and the apparent amorphous 
structure show that CuO is covering the particle's surface.

The dynamical restructuring effects during the redox cycle 

Fig. 3   HAADF-STEM images showing the sample’s evolution during the redox cycle.

Fig. 4   STEM and EELS analysis of a single particle under O2 at 400 °C.

(a) Fresh sample with supported 

Cu
80

Pd
20

 particles on amorphous 

carbon. (b) Sample after reduction 

with the same scale bar in (a). 

Some sintering can be observed. 

(c) Higher magnification images 

showing the effect of an oxidative 

atmosphere on the Cu-Pd particles. 

Massive segregation of Cu oxide 

could be detected (red arrows), and 

the carbon support collapsed.

(a) HAADF-STEM image of the particle studied with EELS. A dim halo on the top corresponds to segregated CuO on the surface of the particles. (b) Cu L
2,3

 edge with white 

line, indicating the presence of CuO in the particle. (c) Pd L
2,3

 edge for a single particle, with a characteristic white line visible for the L
3
 edge. PdO is, therefore, present in 

the sample. (d) A closer look at the STEM image shown in (a). CuO appears as a thin and amorphous layer on top of the crystalline particle.

Under H2 at 400 °C (in situ) Under O2 at 400 °C (in situ)
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underline degradation mechanisms under reductive and 
oxidative environments. Under H2 at elevated temperature, 
no segregation of Cu was visible, as the brightness within the 
particles remained uniform, as was the case for the fresh sample. 
Nevertheless, substantial particle migration and coalescence 
occurred under H2 at 400 °C for 1 hour. Thus, the Cu-Pd alloy 
conformation does not appear as stable as other alloys reported 

maintaining surface Pd under reductive conditions at elevated 
temperatures. 

In contrast, the changes under an oxidative environment at 
elevated temperatures can be expected and affect the catalytic 

oxide, which will then prevent any surface reactions with the 
precious metal component. The migration of Cu from the core 
of the particles to the surface, under oxidative conditions, is due 
to the high oxophilicity of Cu [13]. Additionally, Pd is oxidized 

chemical reactions. Some investigations suggest superior 
selectivity of PdO over Pd for dimethyl ether production through 
dehydration of methanol [14]. Other reports indicate better 
benzyl alcohol conversion for Pd instead of PdO, within an Au-
Pd alloy [15]. Also, one can say that Cu is not as efficient as 
other transition metals, such as Au, at preventing the oxidation 
of Pd [15]. It is also interesting to note that EELS maps on the 
particles after oxidation did not suggest the presence of a large 
core with metallic Pd. Hence, exposure to O2 at 400°C leads to 

is also irreversible, as Cu oxide migrated outside of the particles 
upon exposure to oxygen and became wholly separated from the 
remaining Pd-rich particle. 

Conclusions

In conclusion, we used ex situ  and in situ  STEM with the 
JEOL NEOARM to understand structural changes of Cu80Pd20 
particles under a redox cycle at the atomic scale. The particles 
initially had a random alloy configuration with no apparent 
segregation of Cu or Pd. Upon exposure to H2 at 400 °C for one 
hour, no segregation of Cu was visible. Substantial sintering 
of the carbon-supported sample could also be observed. Upon 
oxidation with O2 at 400 °C for 1 hour, it was possible to observe 
strong segregation of Cu to the surface. We observed full 
separation of Cu oxide, suggesting an irreversible degradation 
of the catalysis. We also detected remaining Cu oxide covering 
the surface of the particles, preventing surface reaction with 
Pd. EELS analysis on a single particle showed global oxidation 
of Cu and Pd even in sub-surface regions. The changes in Pd 
valence states and the presence of Cu oxide on the surface of the 

under oxidative conditions. These results clearly demonstrate 
the utility of aberration-corrected STEM in the NEOARM 
instrument for the analytical characterization of bimetallic 
catalysts in reactive environments. These insights can be applied 
to a wide range of bimetallic structures and provide guidelines 
to understand and design novel catalysts. 
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Introduction

The coordination of silicon is commonly studied by 29Si MAS 
NMR, since silicon in a tetrahedral coordination with varying 
numbers of bridging oxygens (Q(n) with n  ranging from 0-4) 
can be separated on the basis of resonance shift, making it a 
powerful probe of atomic structure [1]. However, in disordered 
materials where a distribution of isotropic chemical shifts exists, 
lineshapes are complex due to large spectral overlap. NMR 
spectroscopists have generally avoided analyzing such data by 
unconstrained curve fitting because of the large uncertainties 
involved and doubts about the validity of Gaussian peak 
components. The concentration of Q(n )-species can also be 
calculated by fitting the static NMR spectrum since the CSA 
parameters (  and ) for each Q(n)-species varies significantly 
allowing multiple sites to be distinguished [2].

The full nuclear shielding tensor contains important 
information related to the structural details concerning the local 
bonding environment of a nuclei of interest. While the full 
tensor components can be obtained through acquisition of a 
static powder pattern, this approach suffers from low sensitivity 
since the integrated area of the line-shape is spread over a large 
frequency region. Sensitivity is somewhat improved in spinning 
samples because the intensity of the resulting spinning sideband 
pattern is related to the magnitude of the nuclear shielding 
anisotropy [3]. While the area of the sidebands for a given site 
is quantitative, differentiating between sidebands for multiple 
sites in a 1D NMR spectrum can be complicated. Therefore, to 
properly determine the nuclear shielding anisotropy for a system 

techniques such as Magic Angle Flipping (MAF) [4, 5], Magic 
Angle Hopping (MAH) [6], Magic Angle Turning (MAT) [7], 

or 2D Phase Adjusted Spinning Sidebands (2D PASS) [8, 9] that 
correlate a high-resolution isotropic dimension to an anisotropic 
dimension to improve resolution. While MAF suffers from low 
sensitivity since magnetizations lost during the long hop delay 
during which time the magnetization is stored to Zeeman order, 
limiting its overall applicability to 29Si enriched samples and 
laboratories capable of performing variable angle experiments. 
For this reason, it is preferable to utilize a technique (MAT or 
2D PASS) that provides complimentary information to MAF 
while improving sensitivity and can be implemented on a 
commercially available MAS probe.

In this study we have applied 29Si 2D PASS NMR (Figure 1) 
to quantify Q(n)-species distributions in potassium disilicate glass 
(K2O·2SiO2). While 2D PASS has been utilized to determine 
chemical shift parameters [10, 11, 12, 13, 14] and bonding 
environments [15], studies using 2D PASS NMR to quantify the 
relative concentration of different sites are limited [16]. Here we 
show that same quantitative analysis can be obtained from 2D 
PASS and MAF methods. We demonstrate this on potassium 
disilicate glass and is compare to the previously reported results [17].

1. Experimental
1.1. Sample Preparation

Enriched sample was prepared from high purity K2CO3 and 
96% 29Si-enriched SiO2. First SiO2 was heat treated at 600 °C 
for 5 h in order to remove protons present in the sample and 

2CO3 was then 
decarbonated at 750 °C for 4 h and melted at 1300 °C. The melt 
was then quenched to room temperature by placing the bottom 
of the crucible into water. The NMR rotor was filled in argon 

The 2D Phase Adjusted Spinning Sideband (PASS) sequence is applied here to quantify the distribution of Q(n), which 

denotes the number of bridging oxygens (n) around a silicate tetrahedra, in a potassium disilicate glass. The relative 

concentrations of each Q(n)-species were also measured and compared with previous MAF study on same glass 

composition. While MAF has been used in previous studies to improve the accuracy of Q(n) species measurements 

in glasses, this technique requires a special probe capable of reorienting the rotor axis, making alternatives such as 

MAT or 2D PASS appealing since they can be implemented on a conventional MAS probe. Here we show that PASS 

experiment gives the same accuracy of MAF and it takes very less time compared to MAF experiment.

Accurate Quantification of Qn Species 

Distributions in Modified Silicate Glass 

by Phase Adjusted Spinning Sideband 

NMR Experiment

Lekhan Lodhi and Krishna Kishor Dey   Dr. Harisingh Gour Central University
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1.2. Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy

All NMR experiments were conducted on a Spectrometer 

rotor synchronized to a sustained rotor frequency of 1 kHz ± 
2 Hz. A shifted echo version of 2D PASS is utilized, where a 
delay of one rotor period ( r  pulse, 
which gives a full echo at 3 r for zero rotor pitch. The pulse 
sequence and coherence transfer diagram for the 2D PASS 
experiment proposed by Antzutkin et al. [9] is given in Figure 
1. Each  pulse leads to an alternating coherence order between 
+1 and -1, where the timings between each pulse determines the 
phase of the acquired echo. While coherence transfer is 100% 

coherence transfer between any of the three possible coherence 
pathways (+1, 0, -1) in an isolated spin-1/2 system. For an 
experiment involving five imperfect  pulses, the minimum 
number of required steps using a traditional nested phase cycle 
is 243, which leads to a very long experimental time particularly 
for samples with long T1. All 2D PASS experiments on the 29Si 
potassium disilicate were carried out using an 11-step cogwheel 
phase cycle [18]. The T1 of this sample was 89 s and a relaxation 
delay of 6 min was used. A 32 steps PASS sequence was used. 
11 scans were taken for each slice. The total experiment time for 
this experiment was 35.2 h. In the discussion we use following 
notations for defining full chemical shift tensor. The isotropic 

(1)

xx yy zz  are the components of the nuclear 
shielding tensor in its principal axis system. The isotropic 

iso

(2)

ref  is the isotropic nuclear shielding of a reference 
compound, which is for this study is TMS. We adopt the 
Haeberlen [19] convention, where

(3)

and the shielding anisotropy, , and asymmetry parameter, , are 

(4)

and
(5)

respectively.
The popular model [20, 21] for understanding the energetic and 
thermodynamic mixing properties of silicate melts involves 
disproportionation equilibrium between Q(n) species.

(6)

with the equilibrium constant at glass transition temperature

(7)

The value of equilibrium constant k n ranges from 0 for a highly 
ordered (i.e., binary) distribution of Q(n)species to k 3 = 0.375, 
k 2 = 0.439, and k 1 = 0.311 for a completely random distribution 
[22, 23].

1.3.  Two-Dimensional Phase Adjusted Spinning 
Sideband (PASS) Experiment 

  For the 2D PASS experiment proposed by Antzutkin et al. [9] 
the frequency domain signal can be represented as

 (8)

where 0 R is the rotor spinning 
frequency, l,0 PR) are the isotropic components of the 
frequency, and l,m PR) are the complex Fourier components 

R = ( PR PR PR) of the 
principle axis system (PAS) of the CSA tensor with respect to a 
rotor system (R), where the z
axis. The phase at any time t can then be written as

(9)

where

 (10)

and
 (11)

Antzutkin et al. [9], the phase can be manipulated using a series 
of  pulses at time j from the initial excitation pulse. In 2D 
PASS the signal must evolve in t1 as a function of rotor pitch so 
the signal phase is manipulated to have the form

(12)

anisotropy is a second rank tensor with  = 2, there are 2  + l 
possible values of m requiring at least five evolution periods 

 pulses. Writing the  pulse spacing in terms 
j = j R, and T RT, where T is the total 

PASS period, we can write the condition for PASS containing  
pulses as

(13)

Fig. 1   

2D PASS pulse sequence from Antzutkin et al. [9] where Θ represents the rotor 

pitch and 
R
 is the rotor spinning frequency.
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and 

(14)

The real and imaginary part of the equation (13) and (14) 

( 1, · · n ,) and T. Setting n  = 5 the above equations can be 
solved numerically.

1.4. Application of 2D 29Si PASS to Silicate Glasses

While previous studies have utilized 2D PASS spectra to 
qualitatively analyze crystalline and disordered materials for 
different Q(n ) species, a full quantitative analysis has been 
lacking. To determine if 2D PASS can be used to quantify Q(n) 
in an amorphous glass whose 1D NMR spectrum is completely 
unresolved we compare relative concentrations of Q(n)-species in 
a 29Si-enriched potassium disilicate glass reported in a previous 
work [17] to those obtained by fitting a 29Si 2D PASS NMR 
spectrum of the same material.

The PASS experiment avoids all the assumptions and gives 
the distributions of Qn species in glass. Figure 2 shows the 
correlations between isotropic and anisotropic dimensions. 
Unlike the isotropic dimension of 2Na2O·3SiO2 [22] glass where 
separate resonance for Q(2) and Q(3) are observed, here there is 
no clear resolutions of different species in isotropic dimension 
as seen in isotropic dimension of Figure 2. As shown in [22, 24] 

(n) species have different shielding tensor value 
for 29Si resonance. As it can be seen from Figure 2 that -90 ppm 
is dominated by Q(3), -81.6 ppm is dominated by Q(2) and -103.1 
ppm is dominated by Q(4) species. The anisotropic line shape 
for each site was modeled using four parameters: Isotropic 

iso), shielding anisotropy ( ), chemical shift 
asymmetry( ), and integrated intensity. A 3 ppm difference in 
was observed for Q(3) (-77.8 ppm) and Q(2) (-88.9 ppm) between 
2D PASS experiments presented in this work and previous 
MAF studies [17] attributed to differences in experimental 

conditions (spinning speed, angular dependencies, etc.), while 
 values were identical (  = 0.08 and 0.46 for Q(3) and Q(2) 

respectively). For Q(4)  and 

SIMPSON [25] and the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm built 
into the Optimization toolbox of Matlab. In this way, the full 2D 
spectrum could be fit and relative concentrations of each Q(n)-
species obtained. This procedure was employed to fit the 29Si 
2D PASS (Figure 2a) spectra of the 29Si-enriched potassium 
disilicate glass and the relative areas used to reconstruct a 1D 
lineshape to easily visualize the relative contributions of each 
Q(n)-species to the full 2D spectrum (Figure 3a, Table 1).

The measured concentrations from 2D PASS is within 2% 
of the previously reported k3 from MAF (Table 1), indicating 
that 2D PASS can be utilized similar to MAF to quantify Q(n)-
species in silicate glasses. Since the 2D PASS technique can be 

experiments allowing these experiments to be more readily 
performed in most NMR labs.

Summary

MAF method has been extensively used to quantify Qn species 
distributions in silicate glass. Although it gives more accurate 
quantitative information than simple deconvolution of MAS spectra, 
but it is very time consuming and takes special probe design, so this 

quantitatively compare 2D PASS results with published MAF data. 
Our data agrees within 2% with the MAF results.
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Site Relative Area Mean Position/
ppm

Standard Deviation/
ppm

MAS†

Q(2) 41.6 ± 3.3% −87.55 ± 0.11 5.15 ± 0.03

Q(3) 57.7 ± 2.7% −92.24 ± 0.02 3.88 ± 0.01

Q(4) 0.7 ± 4.7% −104.83 ± 0.10 1.92 ± 0.08

MAF†

Q(2) 9.8 ± 0.7% −82.74 ± 0.03 3.27 ± 0.03

Q(3) 83.0 ± 0.1% −91.32 ± 0.01 4.19 ± 0.01

Q(4) 7.2 ± 0.3% −101.67 ± 0.02 5.09 ± 0.03

2D PASS

Q(2) 8.7 ± 0.2% −79.7 ± 0.2 3.89 ± 0.09

Q(3) 84.5 ± 0.2% −90.6 ± 0.2 4.43 ± 0.02

Q(4) 6.6 ± 0.1% −98.0 ± 0.1 7.73 ± 0.09

Frequency (ppm from TMS)

Fig. 3   

Table 1   

Reconstructed 1D lineshape from the deconstruction of the a) 2D PASS NMR 

spectrum of the 29Si-enriched potassium disilicate glass. Each of the three 

Gaussians represent the relative contributions from Q(2), Q(3), and Q(4), circles 

represent the 1D projection along the MAS dimension, and dashed lines are 

the total least squares best fit.

Gaussian distribution parameters of isotropic chemical shifts of Q(n)-species in 
29Si-enriched K

2
O·2SiO

2
 derived from analysis of 29Si MAS†, 29Si MAF†, 29Si 2D 

PASS spectra, where† indicates experimental results reported in a previous 

work [17].
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Introduction

The basic mechanisms that drive and support complex 
biological activities are common from microorganisms such as 
bacteria and yeast to multicellular organisms such as animals 
and plants, and even to humans with higher brain functions. 
Every biological function is determined by the structures and 
dynamics of biological macromolecules such as proteins and 
nucleic acids and their highly complex and dynamic interaction 
networks. The structures of biomacromolecules are determined 
by the three-dimensional (3D) arrangements of their numerous 
constituent atoms, which number from thousands to tens and 
hundreds of thousands, but they are not as rigid as those of 
metals or ceramics. They are dynamic and flexible because 
it is weak non-covalent bond networks that hold them in 
place. Biomacromolecules are designed to function actively 
with thermal fluctuations, thus allowing organisms to sustain 
their activities at extremely low energy levels compared 
to artificial machines. One of the major challenges in life 
science is to elucidate the mechanisms of complex biological 
functions based on the structures, dynamics, and interactions 
of biomacromolecules, which requires visualization of the 
structures of numerous biomacromolecules involved in various 
biological functions and their stable or transient complexes they 
form in various functional states. The number of 3D structures 
we need to visualize would range from a few millions to a few 
hundreds of millions or possibly many more. However, X-ray 

crystallography and NMR, which have long been the core 
techniques in structural biology, are limited by their stringent 
requirement that samples be crystallized or that the molecular 
mass be less than 50 kDa, respectively. By recent remarkable 
progress, cryoEM has established itself as the major and core 
technique for the structural analysis of macromolecules and 
their complexes and is attracting much attention because it 
enables atomic resolution structural analysis even from aqueous 
solution samples of only a few μg. No crystallization is required 
and there is almost no upper limit in the sample size. The 2017 
Nobel Prize in Chemistry was awarded to three pioneers of this 
technique for their important contributions. In this article, we 
describe an overview of cryoEM single particle image analysis 
as a structural analysis method, history of its progress, and the 
current state of technological development, including our own 
experience in the development and application of the technique, 
as well as its future potential for life sciences, medical sciences, 
and drug discovery through further technological advances.

CryoEM single particle image analysis

The powerful feature of cryoEM, especially single particle 
image analysis, is characterized by the fact that sample 
crystallization is not required and there is almost no upper 
limit in the sample size. What is needed for structural life 
science is a method that can visualize numerous structures 
of biomacromolecules and their complexes in their different 

The three-dimensional (3D) structure of biological macromolecules such as proteins and nucleic acids is essential 

and fundamental information not only for life sciences but also for medical sciences and drug discovery. X-ray 

crystallography and NMR have been the core technologies for structural determination in structural biology, but 

electron cryomicroscopy (cryoEM) has largely surpassed its role as a complement to them and has now become an 

extremely powerful tool as the fundamental method for high-resolution structural analysis of biomacromolecules and 

their complexes. The development of hardware and software, including electron cryomicroscopes equipped with 

highly stable and controllable electron optics, cold field emission electron guns, energy filters, and high frame rate, 

high sensitivity CMOS-type direct electron detection cameras, as well as high-speed computers and image analysis 

software, has enabled the 3D structures of biomacromolecules to be determined within a few days even from a few 

μg of aqueous sample solutions. How is it possible to visualize the 3D structures of biomacromolecules, which are 

damaged by irradiation of an electron beam even at relatively low dose? In this article, we discuss recent advances 

in cryoEM and future perspective on its contributions to life/medical sciences and drug discovery.
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functional states that can never be analyzed by X-ray or NMR. 
CryoEM has made it possible.

Most of the atomic bonds that maintain the 3D structures 
of biomacromolecules and their complexes are weak non-
covalent bonds such as hydrogen bonds, salt bridges, and van 
der Waals forces that generate hydrophobic interactions, and 
they are very sensitive to electron irradiation. Therefore, to 
record high-resolution cryoEM images in their native, functional 
conformations without significant damage, it is necessary 
to quickly freeze their aqueous solutions, embed them in an 
amorphous thin ice film, and record their cryoEM images 
with a transmission electron cryomicroscope (cryoTEM) with 
a specimen stage cooled below 100 K with liquid helium or 
liquid nitrogen. The lower the temperature, the less electron 
irradiation damage [1], but at temperatures below 20 K, image 
drift is likely to occur due to charge-up or other causes due to 
the low electron conductivity of ice and carbon on the frozen 
sample grid [2]. Even at such low temperatures, the electron 

to the structure is limited to 20-30 e-/Å2. The quality of cryoEM 
images is extremely poor due to the inherent statistical noise 
caused by the small number of electrons detected in each pixel 
of the camera and the Landau noise generated by the large 
distribution of signal levels of individual electrons detected 
by the camera. Furthermore, since cryoEM images are two-
dimensional (2D) projections of a 3D structure of the sample 

is necessary to collect enough number of molecular images that 
uniformly cover the projection directions in order to reconstruct 
a 3D image with high resolution in all directions. Therefore, it 
is essential to efficiently collect as many molecular images as 
possible, classify them by their orientations, align the position 
and orientation of each molecular image, and obtain an averaged 
image for each orientation to increase the signal level while 
reducing the noise. This procedure is called 2D class averaging. 
The relative relationships between the projection directions 
are then obtained, and finally the 3D image of the molecule 
can be reconstructed (Fig. 1, cited from [2]). To achieve high-
resolution structural analysis, it is essential to use cryoTEMs 

high-resolution cryoEM images. High-precision image analysis 
programs and high-speed computers are also necessary.

CryoTEM with liquid helium stage and 
thermal FEG

In the 1980s, Fujiyoshi, together with JEOL, designed and 
developed a liquid helium-cooled sample stage that minimizes 
radiation damage for high-resolution cryoEM imaging [3, 4]. 
In 1994, Fujiyoshi and Namba set up a new laboratory in the 
newly established Panasonic Research Institute in Keihanna 
Science City and asked JEOL to develop a liquid helium-cooled 
cryoTEM (JEOL JEM-3000SFF) equipped with a Schottky-type 
field emission electron gun (thermal FEG) (Fig. 2). This was 

coherent electron beam by field emission had significantly 
improved the image quality and resolution of cryoEM images 
[5-10]. High-resolution 3D density maps were obtained for the 

of nicotinic acetylcholine receptor channel, which enabled 
atomic models to be built [6, 7]. 2D crystals of membrane 
proteins such as bacteriorhodopsin and aquaporin were analyzed 
at near-atomic resolution by electron crystallography combining 
imaging and diffraction [8-10]. Because the image detector was 

image data collection was extremely low, and it took more 
than several years for these structural analyses to reach near-
atomic resolution, but many high-impact results were published 
in the early to mid-2000s [6-10]. The structure of the bacterial 
flagellar filament by cryoEM helical image analysis reached 
a resolution of nearly 4 Å from a relatively small number of 
images containing only 40,000 flagellin molecules, where the 
polypeptide main chain and large side chains were successfully 

CCD detectors and energy filters

The development of automated image data collection 
methods by using CCD detectors began in the late 1990s [11-
14], but most research groups continued to use photographic 

significantly lower than that of photographic film. The low 
resolution of CCD was due to the blurring of each electron spot 
caused by electron scattering on the thin scintillator layer that 
converts electrons to photons. That is why CCDs were used 
mainly for recording electron diffraction and rarely for imaging 
in those days. Nevertheless, the ability to evaluate image quality 
on a display immediately after imaging was a great advantage 
for efficient data collection, so we utilized a CCD detector 
to improve the efficiency of cryoEM image data collection. 

improving the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of cryoEM images 
by removing most of electrons that lost energy and coherence 
by inelastic scattering from the sample and contribute only to 
the background noise. We requested JEOL to equip a 300 kV 
liquid helium-cooled cryoTEM (JEOL JEM-3200FSC) with a 

new research building at Osaka University in 2004. Evaluation 

Fig. 1   Schematic diagram explaining the 
process of single particle image 
analysis.

Dolphins represent biological macromolecules embedded in a thin film of 

vitreous ice in various orientations. CryoEM images correspond to their 2D 

projections with high noise levels. After the S/N is greatly increased by going 

through 2D classification and average of many 2D projections, a 3D image can 

be reconstructed by back projection. Adopted from [2]. 
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the S/N by nearly a factor of 2 and markedly increased the 
collection efficiency of high quality cryoEM images [15]. In 

of high-quality image data collection was further improved. At 
a sample temperature of 4 K, irradiation damage was minimized 
but most of the cryoEM images showed local image drift due to 
charge up, and only a few percent or less of the images could be 
used for image analysis. These technological advances enabled a 
multi-year structural analysis project to be completed in a week 
or two and allowed us to determine a number of interesting 
structures of biomolecular complexes at 5 - 7 Å resolution, 
visualizing the secondary structures [15-20]. In the structure 
of the stack disk of tobacco mosaic virus coat protein, 3.8 Å 
resolution was achieved and many side chains were visualized 
(Fujii et al., unpublished).

CMOS direct electron detectors

In 2013, a CMOS-based direct electron detection camera 
was introduced and dramatically improved the resolution of 
cryoEM structural analysis [21]. In collaboration with a camera 
manufacturer, Gatan, Agard at UCSF converted a CMOS sensor 
for X-ray developed at UC Berkeley to a cryoEM image sensor. 
Gatan made this camera commercially available, and the 4 k × 4 k 
pixel CMOS camera named K2 Summit had a high sensitivity, 
low blurring due to electron scattering, and an image acquisition 
rate of 400 frames/second, which enabled single electron 
detection and movie-mode imaging. Cheng and colleagues at 
UCSF have taken full advantage of the performance of this 

CMOS camera to develop a method to capture high-resolution 
cryoEM images [21]. They successfully solved the structure 
of TRPV1 thermoreceptor ion channel, a membrane protein 
that eluded crystallization over many years, at high resolution 
and published two papers in Nature [22, 23]. The structure was 
solved at 3.3 Å resolution by extracting approximately 100,000 
particle images of the detergent-solubilized membrane protein 
picked up from about 1,000 cryoEM images. This was the 
beginning of the revolutionary breakthrough of cryoEM called 
the “resolution revolution”. Since then, the highest resolution as 
well as the average resolution has shown steady improvement 
every year due also to the improved accuracy of image analysis 
software such as MotionCor2, CTFFIND4, gctf, RELION, and 
cryoSPARC [24-29], etc. The highest resolution record has been 

in 2015 [32]; 1.8 Å for glutamate dehydrogenase in 2016 [33]; 
1.65 Å and 1.62 Å for apoferritin in 2018 [28, 34]; 1.53 Å for 
apoferritin in 2019 [35]; and 1.25 Å and 1.22 Å for apoferritin 
in 2020 [36, 37]. Even individual atoms are clearly visualized at 
these highest resolutions better than 1.3 Å.

Cold FEG and monochromator

One of the important factors that determines the resolution 
of EM images is the coherence of the electron beam, the 
higher the coherence, the higher the resolution. To improve 
the coherence, it is necessary to reduce the size of the electron 
source on the gun tip and the energy width of the electron beam. 
The resolutions of 1.5 Å [35] and those around 1.2 Å [36, 37] 
were achieved by cryoTEMs equipped either with cold FEG 

Fig. 2  Development history of cryoTEMs in our laboratory.

From left to right: JEM-3000SFF with liquid helium stage and thermal FEG; JEM-3200FSC with -type energy filter and TVIPS F415mp CCD detector, in addition to liquid 

helium stage and thermal FEG; CRYO ARMTM 200 prototype with liquid N
2
 stage, cryo-grid autoloader, JADAS-based automated data collection and Gatan K2 CMOS detector, 

in addition to thermal FEG and -type energy filter; CRYO ARMTM 300 with cold FEG, upgraded -type energy filter, Gatan K3 detector and SerialEM-based high-throughput 

automated data collection, in addition to liquid N
2
 stage and cryo-grid autoloader. Lower panels show example structures determined by the cryoTEMs above. 
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or thermal FEG combined with a monochromator. Kato et al. 
[35] and Nakane et al. [37] used cold FEG-equipped cryoTEMs 
with source sizes of 5-10 nm and an energy width of about 
0.35 eV, while Yip et al. used a thermal FEG cryoTEM with a 
monochromator and a spherical aberration corrector to narrow 
the energy width to 0.1 eV [36]. Thus, cryoEM has become a 
fundamental technology that plays an extremely important role 
in life sciences, medicine, and drug discovery by its capability 
of visualizing even the positions of hydrogen atoms in proteins, 
elucidating the physicochemical reaction mechanisms of 

based drug discovery. Achieving a resolution beyond 1 Å by 
combining cold FEG and monochromator is no longer a distant 
dream.

High-throughput data collection

Now that the resolution of cryoEM structural analysis 
has reached the atomic level and that many of the results 
are equivalent to the average resolution of 2 Å in X-ray 
crystallography, one of the remaining issues is the speed and 
full automation of data collection. The development of high-
performance, easy-to-use cryoTEMs equipped with an automated 
cryo-grid loading device and automated imaging technology 
began in the 2010s, but it was not until the latter half of the 

In cryoEM imaging, frozen-hydrated biomacromolecules are 
imaged with those embedded in an amorphous ice film of 
several tens of nanometers thick in each of micron-sized holes 

the conventional imaging method, the sample stage is moved 
for every shot to align the optical axis of the electron beam 
with each hole, resulting in an extremely slow data collection 
speed as it takes several tens of seconds to wait for the drift to 
subside after the stage movement. With CCD cameras, which 
require several tens of seconds for data acquisition, the data 
collection rate was about 500 images per day, and even with 
CMOS cameras, which are much faster in data acquisition, the 
rate remained at 1,000 to 1,500 images per day until 2018 [38]. 
Recently, however, multi-spot imaging utilizing beam tilt and 
image shift has become a standard, and images of multiple holes 
around the electron optics axis (3 × 3 or 5 × 5) can be captured 
without moving the sample stage. When the magnification is 
large enough, multi-shot imaging within each hole can also 
be used to achieve an even higher speed (Fig. 3) [39-42]. As a 
result, the data acquisition rate has been remarkably increased 

collection of 7,000 images per day (250 images/hour) in 2019, 
23,000 images per day (1,000 images/hour) in 2020, and 30,000 
images per day (1,300 images/hour) in 2021 (Fig. 4) [43- 45].

This technology was developed with Titan Krios of Thermo 
Fisher Scientific and CRYO ARMTM 300 of JEOL to increase 
the imaging throughput. CRYO ARMTM is a cryoTEM we have 
been developing with JEOL since 2010. It is based on JEM-
ARM200F, a high-resolution TEM for materials research, 
to aim at automation, high throughput and high resolution in 
cryoEM imaging. The combination of a high-resolution electron 

background noise due to inelastic scattered electrons, together 
with a newly developed computer-controlled liquid nitrogen-
cooled sample stage and an automatic cryo-grid loading system, 
has made it a highly efficient and easy-to-use cryoTEM for 

useful for measuring the thickness of ice films, which is very 

convenient for judging the quality of cryo-grids. The prototype 
of CRYO ARMTM with an acceleration voltage of 200 kV was 
equipped with thermal FEG and Gatan K2 camera and was 
installed at Osaka University in early summer of 2016. It then 

but once it started its stable operation in 2017, it demonstrated 

Fig. 3   Procedure of multi-hole/multi-shot 
imaging by beam tilt and image shift.

Fig. 4   History of improvement in cyroEM 
data collection throughput.

Multi-hole imaging records cryoEM images in surrounding holes (5 × 5 in this 

case) by beam tilt and image shift without stage movement in the order as 

indicated by the yellow arrow (left). In addition to this, multi-shot imaging records 

multiple cryoEM images within each hole. In the case of zero-fringe mode (right), 

it is possible to take 8 images within a single hole even with a 1.2 μm hole of the 

Quantifoil R1.2/1.3 holey carbon grid.

The bar graphs show the maximum numbers of images that can be collected 

per day in each record update year indicated at the bottom. The blue bars 

represent the record by TFS cryoTEMs [38, 39, 41, 42], and the red bars 

represent those by JEOL cryoTEMs in our laboratory. CryoTEMs, detectors, 

and data collection methods used for data collection are listed in the bottom 

table [2, 6, 11]. The throughputs of 50 per day in 2000 and 500 per day in 2010 

are rough estimates around those time. 
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its power and contributed to the structural analyses of many 
biologically important protein complexes, including the native 
supercoiled bacterial flagellar hook acting as a universal joint 
[46], human cardiac muscle thin filament in the presence and 
absence of Ca2+ that revealed the molecular mechanism of 
heart beat [47], and the bacterial flagellar LP ring as a nearly 
frictionless bushing of the rotary motor [48]. The resolution 
was further improved with the commercial versions of CRYO 
ARMTM released in 2017 because they were all equipped with 
cold FEG. In 2019, CRYO ARMTM 300 equipped with a Gatan 
K2 detector achieved 1.53 Å resolution for apoferritin from 
approximately 1,000 cryoEM images collected over a day [35]. 
In 2020, an improved version of CRYO ARMTM 300 equipped 
with a Gatan K3 detector and a new high-precision chiller 
was installed at Osaka University. We used this cryoTEM to 
establish an automated data collection workflow and speed 
up the imaging rate by multi-hole, multi-shot imaging by 
developing a TEM control software, utilizing PyJEM, a python 
library for JEOL’s TEM system control, and SerialEM [49]. 
A dramatic speed-up to 30,000 images/day was achieved in 
2021 as described above (Fig. 4). For a typical protein sample, 
several thousands of cryoEM image data are required for high-
resolution structural analysis, and it used to take several days 
to collect such a dataset. But now CRYO ARMTM 300 allows 
multiple datasets to be collected in one day, and this has made 
it practical for pharmaceutical companies to carry out structure-
based drug screening. This was also useful for us in solving 
multiple structures of the bacterial flagellar rotor ring within 
a short time of period [50]. Even atomic-resolution structural 
analysis is possible in such fast data acquisition by minimizing 
coma aberration due to the beam tilt to preserve high-resolution 
information (Fig. 5). In the test data collection and analysis of 
apoferritin, 1.29 Å resolution was achieved from 7,500 images 
collected in 15 hours [51]. Since the number of images required 
to achieve a resolution in the 1.2 Å range with apoferritin is 
generally less than half of this [43, 44], it implies that data 
collection for atomic-resolution structural analysis can be easily 
accelerated by 2-fold or more and can be completed within a 
few hours.

Potential for sub-Å resolution

Now that atomic-resolution structural analysis of the 
apoferritin structure is no longer a rarity, the achievement 
of sub-Å resolution by the combination of cold FEG and 
monochromator is not a distant dream. But even recent state-
of-the-art cryoTEMs with excellent electron optical system and 
sample stage stability may be able to exceed 1 Å resolution. One 
of the standard methods to examine the resolution attainable 

amorphous platinum-iridium alloys (Pt/Ir) with a defocus of 
about 1 μm as for cryoEM imaging of protein and to check the 
extension of the Thon ring in the Fourier image (Fig. 6). In the 
Pt/Ir image taken by 300 kV cryoTEMs with thermal FEG, the 
Thon ring disappears at about 1.8 Å [52], but it extended to 
1.1 Å by CRYO ARMTM 300 with cold FEG [2]. Interestingly, 
by the second generation CRYO ARMTM 300 II, the resolution 
further increased to 0.9 Å (Fig. 6), which is a significant 
improvement that could not have been simply predicted by the 
hardware design. In any case, this is quite promising toward 
achieving the goal of sub-Å resolution structural analysis. It 
would be possible to visualize protein structures at a resolution 
beyond 1.0 Å if such high-resolution imaging conditions are 

Fig. 6   Evaluation of information limit of 
CRYO ARMTM 300 II by Thon rings 
of Pt/Ir.

Fig. 5   Comparison of three cryoTEMs that 
achieved atomic resolution.

Upper left is a cryoEM image of Pt/Ir at 300 k magnification. Upper right is the 

Fourier transform showing the Thon rings extending to 0.91 Å. Lower left is 

one-dimensional profile of the Thon rings. High-resolution peaks at 1.18 Å and 

0.91 Å are indicated. Lower right is a magnified image of upper right panel. The 

table at the bottom shows the parameters used for imaging.

The upper panels show part of the 3D density maps of apoferritin. The names 

of three cryoTEMs and data collection conditions are listed in the lower panel.
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The last bottleneck

Since the speed of cryoEM imaging is no longer the 
bottleneck, cryo-grid preparation became the last remaining 

good cryo-grids with high reproducibility with sample molecules 

various quick-freezing devices have been developed [54-57], 
and efforts have been made to create high-quality cryo-grids 

of aqueous solutions tend to localize to the air-water interface 
and easily denature before quick-freezing, and their orientation 
distribution also tends to be biased. These are the two major 
factors that make high-resolution 3D image reconstruction 
inefficient [61]. It therefore requires much time and effort to 
optimize the conditions for cryo-grid preparation [62, 63]. One 
solution to overcome this problem is to use thin support films 
such as graphene to adsorb sample molecules on the grid surface 
[64-67]. The surface adsorption of sample molecules onto the 

interface, suppressing their denaturation and possibly improving 
the orientation bias. Graphene itself is not a good support due 
to its hydrophobic nature, but it can be made hydrophilic by 

obtained by treating graphite can also be used as a hydrophilic 
support film and is readily available at low cost, but its small 
flaky nature (less than 10 μm) makes it somewhat difficult to 
create grids with uniform surface coverage [69,70]. Attempts 
have also been made to use large graphene sheets synthesized by 
chemical vapor deposition (CVD) on metal substrates followed 
by additional surface functionalization [65, 66].

We have developed an epoxidized graphene grid (EG-grid) 
that effectively adsorbs protein particles on the graphene surface 
by applying a unique oxidation reaction using photoactivated 
ClO2

• and further chemical modification with epichlorohydrin 
[51]. We tested the EG-grid on the cryoEM structural analyses 
of a number of samples, including GroEL, glyceraldehyde 
3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH), -galactosidase, 
apoferritin, and SARS-CoV-2 spike protein complexed with a 
VHH nanobody. For every sample, the cryo-grid showed high 
particle density and small orientation bias, and one or two grid 
preparation was sufficient for successful structural analysis. 
The GroEL structure was solved at 1.99 Å resolution from 
only about 500 images, and the GAPDH structure reached 
2.16 Å resolution from only about 250 images. For the SARS-
CoV-2 spike protein nanobody complex, a low concentration 
sample solution of 0.1 mg/ml was sufficient to collect a good 
dataset, and the 3.03 Å resolution density map obtained from 
approximately 4,200 images clearly visualized the epitope on 
the spike protein recognized by the nanobody of high virus-
neutralizing activity. The development of a mass production 
process of the CVD graphene grid for EG-grid preparation is 
under way to make it available for cryoEM users worldwide so 
that cryo-grid preparation will become a routine. The EG-grid 
will be a powerful tool to further accelerate cryoEM structural 
analysis.

Conclusion

The number of X-ray crystal structures deposited annually 
to the Protein Data Bank has remained constant at around 
10,000 per year, while the annual deposition number of cryoEM 
structures has been growing exponentially with an annual 

2,952 in 2021. Even by simple extrapolation, the number of 
cryoEM structures will reach 14,500 by 2024, three years from 
now, surpassing the number of X-ray structures. But it would 
be much sooner for cryoEM to become the major technique 
for macromolecular structural analysis considering the recent 
dramatic improvement in the data collection throughput as 
well as the steady increment in the computational speed by 
the development of computer hardware and image analysis 
software. The number of macromolecular complex structures 
with molecular mass greater than 500 kDa already surpassed 
that of X-ray structures several years ago, and the number of 
membrane protein structures was twice that of X-ray already in 
2020.

Since all the functions and mechanisms that support biological 
activities of living organisms are determined by dynamic 
networks of interacting biomacromolecules, it is essential 
to elucidate the structures of biomolecular complexes going 
through repeated association and dissociation in atomic detail. 
The recent advances in cryoEM have revealed numerous 
complex structures and their intermolecular interactions that 
could not be analyzed by other techniques due to technical 

the complexes. It is expected that cryoEM will rapidly accelerate 
the development of a wide range of research fields including 
life sciences, medical sciences, and drug discovery. CryoEM is 
still a technology under development. It is no exaggeration to 
say that the promotion of further technological development in 
cryoEM to maximize its power by drawing out hidden potentials 
is one of the most important tasks for the future of human 
society.
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Introduction

As light elements have attractive nuclear properties, low Z 
(Z: atomic number) materials are utilized as key components 
in nuclear fission and fusion. Such materials are used in an 
extreme condition, such as high temperature, chemically 

particular importance to understand those chemical behaviors 
and clarify degradation mechanisms, experimentally. We here 
employ a soft X-ray emission spectrometer (SXES) attached 
to an electron probe micro-analyzer (EPMA), which covers 
a low energy range (50–210 eV) with ultra-high energy 
resolutions as good as 0.2 eV [1,2]. In our previous studies, 
we report chemical state analysis of the low Z compounds 
utilized in the nuclear sector, including Li–Pb eutectic alloy, 
Be intermetallics, and B4C [3–6]. Herein, we introduce our 
recent studies: (i) electron structure analysis and chemical 
state mapping for Li metal and oxides  [7], (ii) SXES peak 

immersed in liquid Li metal [8].

SXES analysis on Li metal and oxides
Motivation

Li metal and oxides can serve as a tritium breeding material 
in nuclear fusion reactors, which converts kinetic energy of 
neutrons into heat and simultaneously produces fuel tritium 
by nuclear transmutation [9]. Additionally, Li–O2 air battery 
has attracted significant attentions as alternative means of 
electrochemical storage where a Li metal anode is oxidized 

and releases Li+ to form discharge products of Li2O2 at the 
cathode [9,10]. Generally, Li metal and oxides are chemically 
reactive in ambient atmosphere to form impurity phases and 
corrosion products that can degrade performance and raise 
safety concerns. Chemical phase analysis of Li-containing 
products can help our understandings of chemical reactions 
and degradations in such systems. Herein, the SXES developed 
by JEOL was employed to assess electronic states in Li, Li2O2, 
and Li2
directly compared with the partial density of states (PDOS) of 

a conventional functional based on the generalized gradient 
approximation (GGA) but also a hybrid functional were used 
in this study. 

Methods

Commercially available Li metal rod, Li2O, and Li2O2
powders were procured and stored in a glove box filled 

8500F field emission electron probe micro-analyzer (FE-
EPMA) by JEOL equipped with SXES (SS-94000SXES by 

measurement time and the acceleration voltages of the electron 

were performed using the Perdew–Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) 
functional and hybrid HSE06 functional implemented in the 

s 22s1, 2s22p4 were used for the Li and 
O atoms, respectively. For a direct comparison between SXES 

Lithium metal and oxides are key compounds for Li air battery and nuclear fusion. Constructing two dimensional 

mappings is a useful approach to understand chemical behavior and degradation mechanism of such materials at 

the micro-scale. Herein, we employ the soft X-ray emission spectrometer (SXES) to analyze characteristic X-ray 

emission spectra from the Li metal/oxides and nitrogen-getter material immersed in liquid Li metal. The high energy 

resolutions allowed us to measure N–K  and Ti–L  emissions, separately. By comparing with the first-principle 

calculated density of states, the elemental and chemical state mappings in the degraded materials were successfully 

constructed.

Chemical-State Analysis of Li 

Compounds and Nitrogen-Getter 

Material for Liquid Li by Soft X-ray 

Emission Spectroscopy
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spectrum and occupied states by PDOS, the energy of PDOS 
was referenced to the Li 1s  band centroid, E Li-1s. E Li-1s was 
calculated as follows;

where g Li-1s(E ) and E max are the density of states of Li 1s
orbitals at E  and maximum energy of the Li 1s  orbitals, 
respectively.

Results and Discussion

which indicated the formation of LiOH impurity phase in both 
of the Li2O2 and Li2

nmm) in the Li2O2 and 
Li2O samples respectively. Figure 1 shows the SXES spectra of 
the Li metal, Li2O2, and Li2O samples. In the obtained spectra, 
n th n n  = 3–10) were 

n  = 2 and 3) were also observed. 

not from Li2CO3 formation but from a carbon conduction 

2O2 and Li2O were 
+ (oxidation) 

causes numerous Li valence electrons to be lost, and results in 

Fig. 1  

Fig. 2  

dEEg
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s

E

s
s
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1-Li

1-Li
1-Li

SXES spectra from the Li metal, Li
2
O

2
, and Li

2
O samples in the energy ranges 

of 47.5–173 eV (a), 47.5–57 eV for Li–K (b), and 127–135 eV for O–K(4) (c), in 

which number in bracket denotes the X-ray diffraction order.

The Li–K spectra for Li (a), Li
2
O

2
(c), and Li

2
O (e) using the SXES compared to 

the convoluted DOSs of occupied Li 2p states in Li metal (b), Li
2
O

2
(d), and Li

2
O 

(f) using hybrid Heyd–Scuseria–Ernzerhof (HSE) functionals. Gray solid lines in 

panel (c) and (e) denotes linear background. Calculated energy is referenced to 

Li 1s centroid (E
Li-1s

) where Li 2p occupied states below the Fermi energy are 

colored by gray.
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In Fig. 2, the SXES Li–K spectra are directly compared 

referenced to ELi-1s p  occupied states were 
convoluted with Gaussian functions with full width at half-
maxima (FWHM) of 0.6 eV (Li and Li2O) and 0.9 eV (Li2O2) 
because of the difference in the calculated 1s  band width. 

2p
underestimated as large as 4.0 eV for Li metal and 5.3 eV for 
the oxides. A comparison between the experimental spectra 
and DOS using PBE supports that the obtained spectral shapes 
describe Li valence electronic states, while the energetic 
underestimations were even larger with PBE.

2O2 mainly derived from 
antibonding g* orbitals appeared at 49–52 eV, while the 
peak of bonding orbitals ( g and u) were below the SXES 

antibonding orbitals were seen in the broad peak of O–K(4) for 
Li2O2 2O2 sample was 
2.26 times wider than that from the Li2O sample, which was 
consistent with the valence band width ratio of 2.12 calculated 

anisotropic 2p states in Li2O2 K
peak in Li2O was observed at 528.9 eV in the previous SXES 
results [15], no peak was found at the corresponding position 
of 132.2 eV for O–K(4) in the Li2O spectrum in the present 
work.

sample that has been naturally oxidized in air with a partial 
metallic surface are shown in Fig. 3
collected at 40 × 32 measuring points (1280 points), with an 

From the naturally oxidized Li metal sample, the Li–K spectra 
of Li2O (E <51 eV) and Li (>51 eV) were observed without 
peak overlap. No Li2O2 peak was found from the collected 

Figure 3 visualizes element and chemical state mappings in 

Li metal (Li0) and Li2O (Li+) were set as 51.0–55.0 eV and 
47.5–51.0 eV as shown in Fig. 3d. Chemical state mappings 

sample; the metallic Li phase was distributed on the right side 
of the observed area, while the Li2O phase lies on the left. 

to distinguish the Li2O phase from other oxide phases with 
lacking Li. Nevertheless, the visualization of oxide phases 
struggled with weak Li–K emissions from the oxide samples. 

2O2 or Li2O phase in a Li–O2
battery system, it is recommended to utilize O–K emissions 
rather than weak Li–K. A chemical state mapping of Li2O2 may 
be accomplished by integrating signals of the bonding orbitals 
appeared in the range of 128–130 eV for O–K(4) (Fig. 2c).

Analysis on Fe–Ti alloy immersed in 
liquid Li metal
Motivation

Liquid Li metal is a target material of an accelerator-based 
neutron source using d–Li stripping reaction [16]. N impurity is 
easily contained by liquid Li metal, which should be removed 
because it enhances corrosion of stainless tube [17]. As a trap 
material for removing N from liquid lithium metal, the use of 

conventional devices such as EDX (energy dispersive X-ray 

liquid Li metal.

Experimental

3
the alloys were enclosed in a SUS316L capsule in a glove box 

3N was equal to 1000 

were heated in an electric furnace for 9, 36, 81, and 256 h at 

sample stage linearly in step of 1.0 μm from the surface toward 
the central part of the alloys. SXES analyses were performed 
with acceleration voltage of 15 kV, beam current of 120 nA, 
and exposure time of 1000 s. In order to separate second 

spectra of nitrogen and titanium, ƒN and ƒ , were collected 

kNƒN
+ k ƒ  where k N, k , ƒN, and ƒ  are weighting coefficients 

Fig. 4, 

Fig. 3  

Chemical state mappings of Li metal (E = 51.0–55.0 eV) (a) and Li
2
O (E = 47.5–

51.0 eV) (b), element mapping of O using 4th order O–K (E = 129–132 eV) (c), 

and Li–K spectra at five measuring area (d). The positions of the five measuring 

area are shown in panel (a).
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immersed for 256 h and the synthesized spectrum are shown. 
CX, was calculated as 

follows:

where is E is X-ray energy (eV). 

Results and Discussion

Figure 5
the grain boundary distribution obtained from the cross section 

From the overlaid image of EDX and electron backscattered 

immersed samples showed a gradual shift of diffraction peaks 
to higher 2

boundaries.

are shown in Fig. 6

samples for 9–256 h had high N concentrations on the surfaces. 

indicating N impurities trapped at the grain boundaries. In the 
sample immersed for 256 h, the N peak was observed even 

N diffusion and trapping is dominant on the surfaces and in 

C N by C

ratios were high from the surfaces to 5 μm deep because of the 
surface trapping. It is indicated that nitrogen is trapped rapidly 
near the surface of alloy samples, and gradually trapped in 

samples.

the results of the SXES line analysis, in which the longest 

Fig. 4  Fig. 6  

Fig. 5  

200

X X X192
dC k f E

(a) Ti–K energy dispersive X-rays (EDX) mapping, (b) electron backscatter 

diffraction (EBSD) mapping, and (c) EDX + EBSD overlaid image of the Fe–Ti 

sample immersed for 256 h in the liquid Li metal.

SXES spectrum from the Fe–Ti sample immersed in liquid Li metal for 256 h, 

synthesized spectrum, and reference spectra from ZrN and as-received Fe–Ti 

sample.

Concentrations of N, Ti, and Fe obtained by SXES line analysis for the cross 

sections of the Fe–Ti samples before and after immersion in the liquid Li metal. 

Inset SEM image shows the cross section, measurement positions, and scan 

direction.
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distances of N peak from the surfaces were set as the mean 
diffusion distances. As a result, the N diffusivity in the Fe–

–16 m2

× 10–19 m2

immersed in liquid Li metal.

Conclusion

In this study, electronic state analysis was carried out 
using the SXES for visualizing elemental and chemical state 
mappings. First, electronic states of Li metal and oxides were 

2O2, 
and Li2O were detected in the low energy region of 47.5–54.0 
eV. By utilizing the Li 1s  core-level shift in Li2O, the chemical 

very weak signals of Li–K from Li oxides, it is proposed to set 
2O2 and Li2O phases 

separately. Second, the SXES peak analysis was carried out to 

that N is trapped rapidly near the surface of alloy samples, 

10–16 m2
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Introduction

Spatial resolution of Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) 
and Scanning TEM (STEM) has been significantly improved 
with the development and progress of aberration corrected 
technologies. The microscope with the latest aberration corrector 
has achieved STEM image resolution of 40.5 pm [1], and 
realization of atomic resolution observation has become common 
with the correctors. In addition, chemical analysis in atomic level 
with Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDS) and/or an 
Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy (EELS) has been realized, 
owing to the correctors. Since state-of-the-art industrial materials 
such as semiconductor materials currently have extremely fine 
structures, aberration corrected S/TEM enables atomic resolved 
observation and analysis, which is useful for the research and 
development of various materials.

On the other hands, there are few applications of observation 
and analysis for natural samples such as rock and mineral using 
an aberration corrected S/TEM [e.g., 2]. The main reason is that 
rock and mineral samples are more sensitive to electron beam 
irradiation compared with general industrial materials, so high 
resolution observation, which requires a high electron dose, is 
difficult for rock and mineral samples. However, observation 
of rock and mineral samples by conventional TEM has been 
performed for a long time and it has been used for research on 

analysis, optical microscope and Scanning Electron Microscope 
(SEM). For instance, TEM is essential to investigate defects, 
modulated structure, and phase transition in mineral samples 
[e.g., 3]. Moreover, since most of extraterrestrial materials such as 
meteorites and comet dust are precious and have small amounts of 
samples, TEM observation and analysis, which does not require 
large amounts of samples, is very useful and has been used for 

TEM is counted as one of the important analytical methods for 
asteroid sample return missions such as Hayabusa in JAXA [5] 

samples using aberration corrected STEM will be performed in 
the future.

Since High Angle Annular Dark Field (HAADF) method with 
an aberration corrected STEM can provide not only high spatial 
resolution observation, but also Z contrast imaging depending on 
atomic number, it enables to distinguish and directly observe each 
atomic site in sample, which is expected to provide us a great deal 
of knowledge about rock and mineral samples. Although there 
are few examples, the distinction of occupancy of cation sites 
[2] and direct observations of dislocation textures [6] in rock-
forming minerals using an aberration corrected STEM have been 
reported so far. In addition, with the recent development of large-
sized Silicon Drift Detector (SDD), X-rays from samples can be 
detected with high sensitivity and the samples can be analyzed 
even under low probe current conditions, enabling chemical 
analysis of rock and mineral samples that are easily suffered from 
electron beam damage. Moreover, low dose TEM imaging using 
highly sensitive direct detection camera [7] and low dose STEM 
imaging using high speed scanning technology and/or multi 
segmental detector [8] have recently been utilized, and then they 
are expected to be applied for high resolution imaging of rock and 
mineral samples.

Therefore, in this paper, I will introduce various techniques 
and methods for observing mineral samples using aberration 
corrected STEM, show the results of observation and analysis 
of mineral samples using it so far, and explain how effective an 
aberration corrected STEM is for mineral samples, including 
future prospects.

Observation and analysis technologies 
and methods required to observe 
mineral samples
1) Acceleration voltage:

When an electron beam is irradiated to a material with covalent/
ionic bonding properties such as ceramics and mineral samples, 
the electrons in the material are excited by the incident electrons, 
and some of atoms in the material are ionized, resulting in a series 
of reactions such as structural destruction and amorphization. 
This is so-called radiolysis, which is considered to be the main 
cause of electron beam damage to ceramics and mineral samples 

Reduction of electron beam irradiation damage is important to observe rock and mineral samples with an 

aberration corrected STEM. This paper describes the experimental conditions for reducing the damage, various 

techniques and methods under the conditions, followed by the examples of observation and analysis of crystal 

structures and micro-textures in mineral samples.

Observation and Analysis of 

Micro-Textures in Mineral Samples 

with an Aberration Corrected STEM
Ichiro Ohnishi   EM Business Unit, JEOL Ltd.
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[9]. In order to prevent the radiolysis, it is important to reduce 
the probability of electron-electron reaction due to electron 
beam irradiation, and reducing the ionization cross section, that 
is, making the sample thinner or increasing the acceleration 
voltage can be considered. Therefore, the acceleration voltage 
of 200-300 kV is more effective compared with 80 kV during 
observation of rock and mineral samples. The observation and 
analysis of mineral samples in the present study were performed 

addition, some kinds of mineral samples contain water molecules 
or structural water in their structures, and they are easily damaged 
by heating due to electron beam irradiation, so low probe current 
is also an important factor for observation [9].

2) Low dose STEM imaging and related methods:

When we observe a sample that is relatively strong to electron 
beam irradiation such as SrTiO3 with an aberration corrected 
STEM at atomic resolution, we normally observe and record 

30 pA, a pixel number of 512 × 512 pixels and a pixel time of 19-

mineral samples such as silicates, we cannot get a good STEM 
image due to electron beam damage. In the case of mineral 
samples, in order to obtain an atomic resolution STEM image, 
it is desirable to set the conditions at least the probe current 

of pixels. It is expected that the damage of the sample will be 
reduced by keeping low probe current and high-speed scanning, 
that is, observing under the low dose conditions.

of the obtained STEM image is poor and the quality of image 
cannot be expected so much. In order to improve that, the image 
is sometimes sharpened by performing image processing such as 

Figs. 1a, b). For 
instance, Kogure and Okunishi [2] applied low pass and Wiener 
filters to atomic resolution STEM images of mineral samples 
obtained with low probe current, and explained that the occupancy 
of cation sites in minerals can be distinguished. In addition, after 
continuously capturing a large number of scanned images with a 
low probe current and high speed, the multiple scanned images are 
aligned and superimposed, and then a STEM image with a high S/

STEM image at high speed, it can be expected to suppress noise 
and image distortion, which are problems of the scanned image, 
and the method is now commonly used for normal samples other 
than those sensitive to electron beam damage.

3) Highly sensitive X-ray analysis and related methods:

Even when taking X-ray images with EDS, scanning with low 
probe currents and high speed is also very effective. Although 
it depends on the EDS manufacturer, it is possible to acquire 

using the sample drift correction function, multiple high-speed 

to STEM imaging, and it is necessary to collect X-ray signals 
with high sensitivity in order to obtain final X-ray image with 
high quality. For the SDD, which is the recent mainstream EDS 
detector, it is possible to design large size and highly flexible 
shape of the detection sensor. Thus, a large-sized SDD having the 

to the sample, and then it significantly improved the detection 
solid angle compared with the conventional Si (Li) detectors. The 
detection solid angle of the latest system, which is composed of 
two windowless SDDs with an area of 158 mm2 for each sensor, 
reaches 2.21 steradians (sr) [13]. It achieves about 7 times higher 
detection sensitivity compared with the old Si (Li) detector whose 
detection solid angle was limited to 0.3 sr at the maximum. Thus, 
the SDD system with large detection solid angle allows us to take 

low probe currents and high-speed scanning.
Moreover, similar to STEM imaging, the image processes such 

of X-ray images. However, although the Wiener filter is very 

as the interface between two grains with different structures, and 
thus we need to be careful when using it. In addition, for taking 
atomic resolution X-ray image with high quality, other process is 
now also used, assuming a periodic structure and extracting a large 
number of images from the regions showing the same structure in 
the X-ray image with a large number of pixels, and finally each 
extracted image is aligned and superimposed to make a clear X-ray 
image [14].

The results of observation and analysis 
for mineral samples using an aberration 
corrected STEM
1) Direct visualization of heavy and light elements 

in minerals using atomic resolution STEM-HAADF 
and ABF:

We can directly observe atomic sites in mineral samples by using 
an aberration corrected STEM. Figure 2 shows atomic resolution 

a b

c d

1 nm

1 nm1 nm

1 nm

Fig. 1  

Atomic resolution STEM-ADF images for olivine [100] obtained by using JEM-

ARM300F(WGP: wide gap polepiece). Acceleration voltage: 300 kV. Probe 

current: ~20 pA. (a) Pixel size: 1,024 × 1,024 pixels. Pixel time: 10 μs/pixel. (b) 

The image processed from (a) using Radial Differential Filter (HREM Inc.). (c) 

Pixel size: 1,200 × 1,200 pixels. Pixel time: 1 μs/pixel. (d) The image obtained 

by adjusting the position and integrating the ten images acquired under the 

same conditions as in (c) and then cut out to 1,024 × 1,024 pixels.
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STEM-Annular Dark Field (ADF) and Annular Bright Field (ABF) 
images for [100] direction of olivine, which is one of the isolated 
silicate minerals. In ADF image, all the cation sites such as Mg, Fe, 
and Si are visualized (Fig. 2a), while, in ABF image, not only all 
the cation but also anion of O are visualized (Fig. 2b).

Figure 3 shows atomic resolution STEM-ADF and ABF 
images for [001] direction of three kinds of amphibole, which is 
one of the chain silicate minerals, including grunerite, riebeckite, 
and tremolite-actinolite solid solution. In amphibole, there are 
four types of cation sites (A, B, C, and T sites) with different 
size, and the cation, which is suitable for each size, preferentially 
occupies in each site (Fig. 3g, Table 1). In ADF image, the 

(Figs. 3b, d, f). In grunerite, since all the seven sites in both 
B and C sites are occupied by Fe ions, they show the same 
brightness and no difference in contrast (Fig. 3b). On the other 
hand, in tremolite-actinolite solid solution, two B sites show 

calcium ion, which is a relatively heavy element, while the C 
sites can be occupied by both the light element of Mg ion and 
the heavy element of Fe ion. Since Mg is relatively rich in the 
sample, the B sites show darker than the C sites. Moreover, in 
riebeckite, since two B sites are occupied by the light element 

Fe ion, the difference in contrast between B and C sites is large 
(Fig. 3d). In ABF image, not only heavy elements but also light 

riebeckite, which are shown as very dark spots in ADF image, 
can be clearly observed (Figs. 3a, c, e).

Figure 4 shows atomic resolution STEM-ADF and ABF 
images for [0001] direction of beryl (aquamarine), which is one 
of the ring silicate minerals. In ADF image, only Al and Si ions 
are observed, while in ABF image, the ultra-light element of Be 
is visualized as well as O, Al, and Si ions.

2) Direct visualization of elemental distribution in 
minerals using atomic resolution EDS:

Figure 5 shows atomic resolution STEM-ADF and ABF 
images for [001] direction of three kinds of pyroxene, which is 
one of the chain silicate minerals similar to amphibole, including 
diopside, hedenbergite and grossmanite. In ADF image, three 
types of cation sites (A, B, and T sites) (Figs. 5b, e, h, Table 2) 

of ADF signals suggest that each cation sites show the brightness 
depending on atomic number (Figs. 5c, f, i).

Figure 6 is the results showing atomic resolution EDS 
mapping for the boundary between diopside and hedenbergite. 
In diopside and hedenbergite, Ca ion occupies the A site, 
while, those occupy the B site are different, which are Mg 
and Fe, respectively. In the atomic resolution EDS map, the 
difference in the distribution of Mg and Fe is clearly observed 
at the boundary. In addition, both the Mg and Fe signals can be 
detected on the boundary, suggesting the possibility that both 
Mg and Fe ions coexist in the boundary.

Figure 7 is the results showing atomic resolution EDS 
mapping for the grossmanite. Grossmanite is new pyroxene 
mineral, which was discovered in 2009 from Allende meteorite. 
Crystal structure analysis using Electron Back Scattered 
Diffraction (EBSD) and quantitative chemical analysis using 
electron micro probe analyzer have suggested that divalent 
Mg ion and trivalent Al and Ti ions coexist in the B site, and 
tetravalent Si ion and trivalent Al ions coexist in the T site in 
order to maintain the charge balance in the structure [15]. The 
atomic resolution EDS maps reveal that Mg, Ti and Al occur 

in the B site, while Al and Si occur in the T site. These results 
are consistent with the suggestion in the previous paper [15]. In 

a b

Si+O

Mg/Fe

Si+O

Mg/Fe

O

Amphibole general chemical formula: A0-1B2C5T8O22(OH,F)2

Table 1 Grunerite Riebeckite Tremolite
-Actinolite

Chemical 
Formula Fe2+

7Si8O22(OH)2 Na2(Fe2+
3, Fe3+

2)5Si8O22(OH)2 Ca2(Mg, Fe2+)5Si8O22(OH)2

A

B Fe2+ Na+ Ca2+

C Fe2+ Fe2+,Fe2+ Mg2+,Fe2+

T Si4+ Si4+ Si4+
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d
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Fig. 2  

Table. 1  Chemical composition and ion 
species in each cation sites in 
three kinds of amphibole.

Fig. 3  

Atomic resolution STEM-ADF (a) and ABF (b) images for olivine [100] obtained by 

using JEM-ARM300F(WGP). Acceleration voltage: 300 kV. Probe current: ~20 pA.

Atomic resolution STEM-ADF (b, d, f) and ABF (a, c, e) images and ideal 

structure model (g) of three kinds of amphibole [001]. (a, b) Grunerite, (c, d) 

Riebeckite, (e, f) Tremolite-actinolite solid solution. The STEM images were 

obtained by using JEM-ARM300F(WGP) at an acceleration voltage of 300 kV 

and a probe current of ~15 pA.
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addition, although it is a little unclear, even the X-ray image of 

3) Microstructure of olivine in meteorite:

Figure 8 shows the results of the aberration corrected STEM 
observation and high-resolution EDS mapping for [001] 
direction of Fe-rich olivine in the matrix of Allende meteorite. 
Fe-rich olivine is a major constituent mineral of the Allende 

(1-2 nm in thickness) commonly occur in the olivine grains [16]. 
And aberration corrected STEM observations for TEM thin 

were made by using the combination of EBSD and a focused 
ion beam method, have confirmed that the long direction of 
the precipitate is always oriented perpendicular to the a-axis 
of the host olivine [17]. The STEM-ADF images (Figs. 8b-d) 
indicate that the precipitates show brighter than the host olivine, 
suggesting that the precipitates are enriched in heavy elements 
compared with olivine. The results of EDS mapping show that 
the precipitates are rich in Fe, Cr, and Al and poor in Si and Mg 
compared with the host olivine (Figs. 8e-j), suggesting that the 
precipitate is probably Cr-rich Fe oxide (Cr spinel). Based on 
the previous study, such platy spinel precipitates, which occur 
perpendicular to the a-axis of the host olivine, are inferred 
to be formed by the oxidation of olivine at high temperature. 
Thus, it suggests that Allende matrix have experienced such 
oxidation process at high temperature [16]. In this way, phase 
identification of precipitates with a thickness of 1-2 nm is a 
unique result of using an aberration corrected STEM. I believe 
that an aberration corrected STEM is significantly useful for 
observation and analysis of microstructure in rock and mineral 
samples, including meteorite and so on.

Summary and Future Prospects 

As mentioned above, an aberration corrected STEM is very 
effective method to study crystal structure, texture and elemental 
distribution at nanometer to sub-nanometer-sized level in 
rock and mineral samples. However, as explained before, it 
is important to reduce sample damage due to electron beam 
irradiation such as low dose conditions in order to observe and 
analyze them. It is expected that new technologies and methods 
such as EDM and OBF will help to reduce sample damage.

EDM is an abbreviation for Electron Dose Modulator, which 
is a technology that can arbitrarily change the current of electron 
beam irradiated on a sample by using an electrostatic shutter 
installed just under electron gun at the fastest speed of a few 10 
ns. It is possible to synchronize with the scanning of STEM and 
control the amount of electron beam irradiation to the sample in 
one-pixel units. In principle, it is possible to irradiate different 
doses for each atom, and it is expected that the electron beam 
damage during observation and analysis of a sample will be 
further reduced.

OBF is an abbreviation for Optimum Bright Field, which is 
a new STEM observation method developed by university of 

STEM image obtained by multi-segmental STEM detector, 
and then it is possible to obtain the STEM image with higher 
sensitivity compared with conventional ADF and ABF methods. 
Thus, this method allows us to observe a sample under much 
lower dose conditions than before, and it starts to be applied 
to the observation of highly beam sensitive materials such as 

zeolite and MOF (Metal Organic Framework). Figure 9 shows 
STEM-OBF image of pyroxene (enstatite) in the [001] direction 
obtained by using the combination of an aberration corrected 
STEM and an eight segmental STEM detector. The crystal 
structure of pyroxene has been clearly observed with very high 
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Fig. 4  

Fig. 5  

Table. 2  Chemical composition and ion 
species in each cation site in 
three kinds of clinopyroxene.

Atomic resolution STEM-ADF (a) and ABF (b) images for beryl [0001] obtained 

by using JEM-ARM300F(WGP). Acceleration voltage: 300 kV. Probe current: 

~5 pA.

Atomic resolution STEM-ADF (b, e, h) and ABF (a, d, g) images and ideal 

structure model (j) of three kinds of clinopyroxene [001], and line profiles of ADF 

signals in A and B sites (c, f, i). (a, b, c) Diopside, (d, e, f) Hedenbergite, (g, h, i) 

Grossmanite. The STEM images were obtained by using JEM-ARM300F(WGP) 

at an acceleration voltage of 300 kV and a probe current of ~15 pA.
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lower than before. Thus, the OBF method is also expected to be 
very useful for observing mineral sample.

The combination of an aberration corrected STEM, EDM and 
OBF method will be expected to enable us to directly observe 
atomic sites as well as micro-textures and crystal structures in 
mineral samples under much lower dose conditions. And thus, 
I hope that it can make a great contribution to research in the 
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Atomic resolution STEM-ADF image (a) for the boundary between diopside 

and hedenbergite and EDS elemental maps of red box in Fig. 6a (b-f) (b: Si 

K , c: RGB Overlay (Red: Fe K , Green: Mg K , Blue: Ca K ), d: Mg K , e: Ca 

K , f: Fe K ). The STEM images and elemental maps were obtained by using 

JEM-ARM300F(WGP) and 158 mm2 Dual SDD at 300 kV.

Atomic resolution STEM-ADF (a) and ABF (b) images and EDS elemental maps (c-j) 

for the grossmanite, obtained by using JEM-ARM300F(WGP) and 158 mm2 Dual 

SDD at 300 kV (c: O K , d: Mg K , e: Al K , f: Si K , g: Ca K , h: Ti K , i: RGB 

Overlay (Red: Ti K , Green: Ca K , Blue: Si K ), j: PG Overlay (Pink: Al K , Green: 

Ca K )). The STEM images and elemental maps were obtained by adjusting the 

position and integrating the 24 images with 64 × 64 pixels, having the same 

periodical structure, extracted from an original EDS map with 256 × 256 pixels.

Back-scattered electron image (BEI) of the Allende matrix (a) (Mag: magnetite, 

Cpx: Ca-rich pyroxene), STEM-ADF images (b-d) and high-resolution EDS 

elemental maps (e-j) for olivine in the matrix (e: O K , f: Mg K , g: Al K , h: Si K , 

i: Cr K , j: Fe K ). The STEM images and elemental maps were obtained by using 

JEM-ARM300F(WGP) and 158 mm2 Dual SDD at 300 kV.

Fig. 6  

Fig. 8  

Fig. 7  

Fig. 9  

Atomic resolution STEM-OBF image for Mg pyroxene [001], obtained by 

using JEM-ARM300F2(FHP2) with the eight segmental STEM detector at an 

acceleration voltage of 300 kV and a probe current of ~2 pA.
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Introduction

A scanning electron microscope (SEM) is designed for 
imaging the specimen surface by scanning an electron beam 
and detecting resulting secondary electrons and backscattered 
electrons. The JSM-IT800, JEOL’s latest SEM, is equipped 
with an “In-lens Schottky Plus field emission electron gun,” 
which enables high current high-resolution imaging, “Neo 
Engine”, a next generation electron optics control system, and 
“SEM Center,” an intuitive GUI fully integrated with JEOL’s 
proprietary EDS [1]. It also supports a wide range of specimen 
sizes, featuring a maximum mountable specimen size of up to 
200 mm in diameter and 55 mm in height.

The JSM-IT800 series offers different models depending on 
the type of objective lens used; hybrid lens <HL>, which is 
a general-purpose SEM with an objective lens superimposes 

<SHL>/<SHLs> for a high-end SEM with the same objective 
lens (Fig. 1). <SHL> and <SHLs> have better spatial resolution 
than <HL> because of stronger electric field applied to the 
objective lens. In addition to these, we have developed <i> and 
<is> featuring a new semi-in-lens objective lens.

In this article, we will introduce major features of the JSM-
IT800 <i>/<is>, including its objective lens and detectors, as 
well as analytical data acquired from semiconductor devices 
utilizing these features.

1. Characteristics of JSM-IT800 <i>/<is>

The JSM-IT800 <i>/<is>, which was developed based on the 
JSM-7610FPlus, is a conventional semi-in-lens SEM featuring 
high resolution imaging and acquisition and selecting of electrons 
by a secondary electron detector in its objective lens. The JSM-

IT800 <i>/<is> integrates the objective lens and detection system 
of the JSM-7610FPlus, which have been upgraded.

1.1. Semi-in-lens Objective Lens and UID Detector

The semi-in-lens objective lens used in the JSM-IT800 
<i>/<is> features an objective lens yoke designed to form a 

the magnetic field present around the specimen compromises 
low magnification observation and EBSD analysis, it also 
provides advantages in signal detection, which will be described 

 We have developed two new versions, <i> and <is>, of the JSM-IT800, a Schottky field emission scanning 

electron microscope. Both are equipped with a new semi-in-lens objective lens and an upper in-lens detector (UID) 

optimized for the objective lens for efficient detection of secondary electrons. They continue to support the upper 

electron detector (UED) and scintillator backscattered electron detector (SBED) incorporated in the JSM-IT800 for 

simultaneous acquisition of multiple sets of specimen surface information. Furthermore, both feature low vacuum 

(LV) imaging, which was not supported by the conventional JSM-7610FPlus with a semi-in-lens objective lens, 

allowing for observation of insulator specimens without coating a specimen. With these functions, the JSM-IT800 

<i>/<is> is effective for acquiring voltage contrast images (VC images) needed for semiconductor failure analysis 

and for high-resolution observation of specimen edges, tilt specimens, and insulators.

New Semi-in-lens SEM JSM-IT800 <i>/<is>

Excellent for Semiconductor Device 

Observation
Motohiro Nakamura and Yuhei Nakajima    EP Business Unit, JEOL Ltd.

Fig. 1  External View of JSM-IT800. 

This photo shows the <i>.
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later. On the other hand, <HL> and <SHL>/<SHLs> use an 

aberrations by superimposing electric and magnetic fields. In 

created by an out-lens objective lens, constructing an electrostatic 

lens magnetic field around the specimen is extremely small 
compared with the semi-in lens, making it especially suitable for 

The lens magnetic field around the specimen can be used to 

if the electromagnetic field around the specimen is negligible, 
secondary electrons emitted from the specimen travel straight, most 
of which collide with and are absorbed by the specimen chamber 
or objective lens outer yoke. In the semi-in lens, where a strong 
magnetic field exists as described above, secondary electrons 
generated from the specimen surface are spirally rotated and 
sucked into the objective lens. This characteristic is also effective 
for capturing secondary electrons generated from a largely inclined 
specimen surface and walls or a bottom of a large uneven structure, 
resulting in clear secondary electron images of these surfaces.

The JSM-IT800 <i>/<is> is equipped with a UID detector in 

into the objective lens (Fig. 2). The UID detector is composed 
of an ET (Everhart-Thornley) detector inserted into holes on the 

part and inside of the objective lens for collecting and selecting 
electrons. Since the energy range of the detected electrons 
changes according to the voltage setting of these electrodes, the 
image acquired by the UID detector also changes. In the SE+BE 
mode (Fig. 2 (a)), a positive voltage is applied to the lower 
electrode. The positive voltage and the magnetic field of the 

and part of backscattered electrons into the objective lens, 
making it possible to observe secondary electron dominated 
images with a large amount of signals suitable for shape 
observation. On the other hand, in the BE mode (Fig. 2 (b)), a 
negative voltage is applied to the lower electrode, preventing 
electrons with low energy from penetrating the objective lens. 
This makes it possible to remove electrons with low energy, 
which are susceptible to charging, and acquire a backscattered 
electron image that shows topography and composition. In 
addition, the UID detector, being installed in the objective lens, 
can efficiently guide and detect electrons in the objective lens 
at a short working distance (WD), which can further reduce 
aberrations of the primary electron beam, resulting in high-
resolution imaging.  

Such characteristics of the semi-in-lens and UID allows the 
<i>/<is> to identify wiring defects using VC images needed 
for semiconductor failure analysis. Furthermore, the <i>/<is> 
is superior in high-resolution observation of tilted specimens 
necessary for examination of semiconductor writing patterns and 
cross sections of semiconductor devices fabricated by FIB.

1.2. Specimens Stage Bias Voltage

The JSM-IT800 <i>/<is> has a function of applying a 
negative bias voltage to the specimen stage (Beam Deceleration: 
BD). This reduces aberrations of the electron beam and enables 
high spatial resolution imaging even at low acceleration voltage 
by decelerating the primary electron beam just before it enters 
the specimen. Since the applicable bias is up to -2 kV for <is> 
and up to -5 kV for <i>, <i> can perform higher resolution 
observation than <is>. In other versions, the applicable stage 
voltage is up to -2 kV for <HL> and <SHLs>, and up to -5 
kV for <SHL>. The BD mode is effective because when the 
specimen is not tilted, the primary electron beam is decelerated 

Fig. 2  Structure of Semi-in-lens Objective Lens and UID Detector.

(a) Electron orbital in the SE+BE mode designed to detect secondary electrons and backscattered electrons with the UID. Backscattered electrons emitted at a high angle (blue 

arrow), being less affected by the UID filter electrodes, are detected by the UED. Secondary electrons (red arrows) are drawn into the objective lens by a positive potential of 

the UID lower filter electrode, guided to the internal electrode, and detected by the UID. (b) Electron orbital in the BE mode designed to detect backscattered electrons by the 

UID. Backscattered electrons emitted at a high angle (blue arrow) are detected by the UED in the same manner as in the SE+BE mode. Secondary electrons (red arrows) do 

not enter the objective lens and return to the specimen or are detected by the SED detector when the lower electrode of the UID filter is set to a negative potential. The orbit 

of the backscattered electrons (green arrow) is controlled by the internal electrode of a negative potential and detected by the UID.
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the BD mode is less effective for highly tilted specimens 
or specimen edges due to astigmatism resulting from the 
disturbance of the electric field, unsuitable for high-resolution 
observation. Even in such cases, the semi-in-lens objective lens 
of <i>/<is>, with its small aberrations, makes high-resolution 
observation possible without applying a stage bias voltage.

1.3. Detectors Supported

The JSM-IT800 <i>/<is> supports the detectors shown in Fig. 3
besides the UID. The secondary electron detector (SED) is 
an ET detector, which captures relatively energetic secondary 
electrons emitted from the specimen and backscattered electrons 
emitted at a low angle close to the specimen surface, and 
visualizes surface topography and specimen edges.

The UED is arranged above the objective lens. The UED, 
located above the UID, detects electrons that have passed 
through the UID filter electrodes. The detected electrons are 
secondary electrons and backscattered electrons emitted from 
the specimen at a near-vertical angle when no specimen stage 
bias voltage is applied. At this point, it is also possible to acquire 
only the backscattered electron image by eliminating low energy 

backscattered electron image thus obtained strongly reflects the 
composition and crystal orientation with less surface irregularities. 
When a specimen stage bias voltage is applied, it accelerates 
secondary electrons, allowing the UED to detect secondary 

The SBED is a detector inserted between the objective lens 
and specimen as needed to acquire backscattered electron 
images. The SBED can detect backscattered electrons at an 
angle range that cannot be detected by the SED or UED, 
acquiring images that integrate topography and composition 
information. In addition, the SBED is characterized by its 
excellent responsiveness during live image observation and high 
sensitivity at low acceleration voltages.

The SED, UED and SBED are common to all models of the 
IT800 series [2].

1.4. Low Vacuum Mode

Like other models of the IT800 series, the JSM-IT800 
<i>/<is> features the low vacuum (LV) mode, which was not 
supported in the conventional JSM-7610FPlus. Normally, SEM 
observation is performed with a high vacuum (up to 10-4 Pa) 

around the specimen. The LV mode is a method of observing in 
a pressure range from 10 Pa to 300 Pa by introducing nitrogen 
gas into the specimen chamber (Fig. 4). Since the inside of 
the SEM column must be kept at a high vacuum, a differential 

lens. Secondary electrons emitted from the specimen ionize 
nitrogen gas molecules to produce more electrons. These 

voltage applied to a low-vacuum secondary electron detector 
(LVSED), and are detected and imaged as an absorbed current. 
Furthermore, backscattered electrons, which have a longer mean 
free path than the secondary electrons due to their high energy, 
can be imaged by utilizing the mechanism of the backscattered 
electron detector for high vacuum in the LV mode. The JSM-
IT800, featuring a low-vacuum backscattered electron detector 
(LVBED) integrated in the lower part of the differential 
pumping orifice, acquires backscattered electron images at a 
short WD in the LV mode. Since nitrogen ions neutralize the 
negative charges of the specimen, the LV mode is effective for 
observing charge-sensitive specimens.

2. Observation of Semiconductor 
Devices by Various Detectors

As described so far, the detectors for the JSM-IT800 <i>/<is> 
acquire various information by separating electrons emitted 
from the specimen according to the energy and emission angle. 
In this section, we will introduce useful information obtained 
by selecting detectors appropriate for the research objective of 
various semiconductor devices.

2.1. Polished Surface of a Semiconductor Chip 
(SRAM) (Detectors Used: UID, UED, SED)

Various information can be acquired from the surface of a 
semiconductor chip polished to expose plugs using the UID, 
UED, and SED on the JSM-IT800 <i>/<is>. Figure 5 shows the 
surface of tungsten (W) plugs exposed by polishing a SRAM. 
Figure 5 (a) shows a VC image acquired by the UID [3]. Bright 
W-plugs (marked by yellow arrows) indicate low resistance, 
while dark W-plugs (marked by white dotted line arrows) 
indicate high resistance. Such contrast occurs due to the potential 
difference between W-plugs by electron beam irradiation because 
the resistance of W-plugs varies according to the conductivity 
of the substrate. Therefore, the potential difference determines 

Fig. 3  Detection System of JSM-IT800 <i>/<is>.

The UED and UID are incorporated 

above and inside the objective lens 

respectively. The SED and SBED 

are located inside the specimen 

chamber outside of the objective 

lens. The applicable specimen 

stage bias voltage is up to -5 kV for 

the <i> version and up to -2 kV for 

the <is> version.
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electrons, resulting in the VC image shown in Fig. 5 (a). 
Figure 6

VC image. While bright and dark plugs are observed in a regular 
pattern according to the conductive state, the defect is marked 
by a bright plug where a dark plug should be. Figure 5 (b) shows 
a compositional contrast obtained from high-angle backscattered 
electrons detected by the UED showing the difference in mean 
atomic number. W-plugs, having a large mean atomic number, 
are bright, while SiO2, which is an insulator around W-plugs, 
is dark. The compositional difference reflects the positions of 
W-plugs. Figure 5 (c) shows a topographic image obtained from 
secondary electrons and low-angle backscattered electrons with 
relatively high energy detected by the SED. The image shows 
fine unevenness of the specimen surface caused by polishing 
(marked by arrows). As shown above, the JSM-IT800 <i>/<is> 
can acquire multiple signals simultaneously allowing for 

2.2. Semiconductor Pattern (Detector Used: UID)

In semiconductor failure analysis, the specimen is cleaved 
and its tilted cross-section is observed to examine the shape of 
sides or bottom of a deeply recessed trench. However, in this 
case, it is necessary to detect the secondary electrons generated 
from the sides or bottom of the trench efficiently. The UID is 
effective for this application since it detects secondary electrons 
efficiently after they are sucked into the objective lens by a 

Figure 7
shows the observation result. At the bottom of the trench on the 
semiconductor pattern is residual resist (marked by yellow dotted 
circles) on the Si substrate, which should have been removed.

2.3. Cross-section of Laminated Semiconductor 
Chip Processed with FIB (Detector Used: SBED)

the structure is made as designed, a cross-section is created and 
observed by SEM. Here, a cross-section of a SRAM is ion-
milled by the focused ion beam (FIB) into a box-shape, and 

Fig. 4  Principle and Structure of Low Vacuum System.

Fig. 5  Observations of Polished Semiconductor Chip (SRAM) Using UID, UED, and SED.

(A) N
2
 gas is introduced into the chamber (pressure 

range: 10 to 300 Pa) while keeping the SEM column 

in a high vacuum by a differential pumping orifice. (B) 

Nitrogen gas is partially ionized by primary electrons, 

secondary electrons, and backscattered electrons. (C) 

Ions and electrons are bonded on the specimen surface, 

neutralizing charges on specimen. (D) Secondary 

electrons and backscattered electrons from the 

specimen interact with gas molecules to be amplified 

and detected by the LV detector.

Signals from three detectors were acquired simultaneously. Landing voltage: 1 kV.

(a) Voltage contrast indicating the difference in resistance between plugs acquired by UID. Plugs with a bright rim (marked by yellow arrows) have low resistance, while plugs 

with a dark rim (marked by white dotted arrows) have high resistance. (b) Compositional image acquired by UED. W-plugs are bright while the insulator, SiO
2
 is dark, reflecting 

the difference in generation efficiency of backscattered electrons. (c) Topographic image acquired by SED. The image shows fine unevenness on the specimen surface 

generated by polishing (marked by yellow arrows).
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was observed while tilted. Observation by the SBED, which 
can detect backscattered electrons, is useful for obtaining 
compositional and topologic information of this cross-section. 

Figure 8 is a backscattered electron image of the SRAM 
cross-section processed with FIB and observed by the SBED. 
The image demonstrates the compositional contrast between 
Aluminum (Al) wires, W-plugs, and interlayer dielectrics (SiO2) 
as well as the topographic contrast of the shape of a void in the 
center of the W-plug.

2.4.  Defect on Gold Plating (Detectors Used: UED, 
SBED)

Gold plating is used to form terminals or pads of connectors 
in semiconductor devices. Any surface contamination on gold 
plating results in conduction failure. Therefore, it is important 
to examine surface information from gold plating. Figure 9 (a) 
shows an optical microscope image of a stain-like defect (marked 
by an arrow) on gold plating. To confirm the composition 
contrast of the surface of this defect, it is effective to obtain an 
image with enhanced composition contrast by the UED. 

Also, in order to observe the specimen surface, observation 
at low landing voltage is effective, since the region of scattered 
electrons in the specimen is smaller at low landing voltage. 
Figure 9 (b) and (c) show the results of observing the defect on 
this gold plating with the UED at landing voltages of 5 kV and 
700 V respectively. There are areas with darker compositional 
contrast (marked by yellow arrows) in the UED compositional 
image at 5 kV in (b) than the surroundings. This suggests that 
there are substances with a smaller mean atomic number than 
Au. Moreover, the UED compositional image at 700 V in (c) 
shows compositional information of the upper surface that was 
acquired at 5 kV, confirming the substance having a smaller 
average atomic number than Au in wider areas (dark portion 
inside yellow dotted circles). Here, attention was focused 
on areas A, B, and C on the gold plating. A is bright on the 
compositional image at 5 kV and shows dark compositional 
contrast at 700 V. B shows both dark contrast at 5 kV and 700 
V. C is brighter than B on the compositional image at 5 kV and 
shows dark compositional contrast at 700 V. 

Cross-sections were fabricated with FIB for each, and layered 

Fig. 6   Identification of a defect of 
Semiconductor Chip (SRAM) Using UID.

Fig. 7   Observation of Semiconductor 
Pattern Using UID.

Fig. 8   Observation of a Cross-section of FIB-processed Semiconductor Laminated Chip Using SBED.

The voltage contrast detected by the UID shows bright plugs and dark plugs 

in a regular pattern according to the conductive state of the W plugs exposed 

by polishing. A defect was identified by a bright plug located where a dark plug 

should be. Landing voltage: 1 kV.

A cross section of a semiconductor laminated chip processed by FIB was observed while tilted. (a) Compositional contrast of W-plugs, Al-wiring, inter layer dielectrics (SiO
2
), 

etc. was confirmed. Landing voltage 3 kV. (b) Compositional contrast of W plugs as well as topographic contrast indicating the shape of the void in the center was confirmed. 

Landing voltage: 10 kV.

A fractured semiconductor pattern was observed while tilted. The specimen 

was osmium-coated to reduce charge accumulation. The image shows the 

surface and cross section of resist as well as the fine topographic contrast of 

the sides and bottom of the trench. Close observation of the trench reveals 

residual resist (marked by yellow dotted line circles) on the Si substrate. 

Landing voltage: 1 kV.
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structures were observed with the SBED (Fig. 9 (d)). Before 
cross-sectional preparation by FIB, tungsten (W), chromium 
(Cr), and carbon (C) were deposited on the specimen surface to 

cross sections of A, B, and C, there is a layer having a smaller 
mean atomic number shown by a dark composition contrast 
between the Au layer and the W protective deposition of the 
specimen. The layer is thicker in the order of B > C > A. Figure 
9 (e) shows the results of EDS elemental analysis of the cross 
section of B. Ni and O were detected from the layer between the 
Au layer and the W protective deposition. 

The Monte Carlo simulation software CASINO v2.51 was used 
to simulate the penetration depth of the incident electron beam 
when electrons were irradiated into nickel oxide (NiO) at landing 
voltages of 5 kV and 700 V (Fig. 10). The results show that at 5 
kV, the maximum penetration depth of incident electron beam is 
about 200 nm, while at 700 V, it is shallower and about 12 nm. 

When the specimen surface is covered with a Ni and O layer, even 
if it is 40 nm thick as at B in Fig. 9 (d), the incident electron beam 
scatters deeper and reaches the Au layer. At A, where Ni and O 
layer is about 5 nm thick and at C, where Ni and O layer is about 
12 nm thick, more incident electrons reach the Au layer while 
more backscattered electrons are generated from the Au layer. 
Therefore, on the compositional image at 5 kV in Fig. 9 (b), the 
compositional contrast is brighter in the order of A > C > B. On 
the other hand, on the compositional image at 700 V in Fig. 9 (c), 
the maximum penetration depth of the electron beam is smaller, 
and even the thin Ni and O layer at A is darkened in contrast.

2.5. Anodic Oxide Film in Low Vacuum Mode

semiconductors, conductors and insulators. The LV mode is one 
of the methods to reduce charge accumulation due to electron 
beam irradiation, allowing for observation of insulators by SEM. 

Fig. 9   Observation of a Defect on Gold Plating Using UED and SBED.

(a) Stain-like defect (marked by an arrow) on gold plating observed by an optical microscope. (b) Defect observed by UED. Landing voltage 5 kV. The defect (marked by yellow 

arrows) has darker compositional contrast than the gold plating (area framed by a blue dotted line). (c) Defect observed by UED. Landing voltage 700 V. At low landing voltage, 

information on the surface was captured more clearly than at 5 kV, showing larger areas of dark compositional contrast (areas framed by yellow dotted lines). (d) Cross-sections 

processed by FIB at areas A, B, and C in (b) and (c) and observed by SBED. Landing voltage 3 kV. A layer indicated by dark compositional contrast was identified on top of 

the bright Au layer. Carbon, Cr, and W were deposited before cross-sectional fabrication with FIB for specimen surface protection. The topographic contrast representing 

the shape of a void in the Au layer in A was also confirmed. (e) Backscattered electron image and EDS element maps of the cross section at B. The backscattered electron 

image was obtained using the SBED and EDS elemental maps by a X-Max  Extreme (Oxford Instruments EDS). Landing voltage 4 kV, irradiation current 1 nA. Ni and O were 

detected from the layer with dark compositional contrast in the EDS elemental map.
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Figure 11 is a backscattered electron image of an aluminum 

In the LV mode, which facilitates observation of insulators, the 
electron beam scatters through the interaction of the incident 
electron beam with the gas molecules in the specimen chamber 
unlike in a high vacuum. This increases the size of the incident 
electron beam, likely to compromise resolution. The JSM-IT800 

10 nm to 100 nm in size on the alumite surface in the LV mode 
utilizing its In-lens Schottky Plus field emission electron gun 
featuring high brightness and a small light source.

Summary

In this paper, we introduced the features of the new semi-
in-lens SEM, JSM-IT800 <i>/<is> and various images and 
analytical data acquired. The JSM-IT800 <i>/<is> features 
a semi-in-lens objective lens with low aberrations for high-
resolution imaging and a signal-selecting function for separating 

electrons emitted from the specimen depending on the energy 
and angle. It is a powerful tool for semiconductor defect analysis, 
being capable of high resolution VC imaging to examine micro 
specimen shapes such as top and bottom surfaces, cross sections, 
and sides of inclined specimen, simultaneous acquisition of 
multiple signals, and imaging of insulator specimens without 
coating a specimen.
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Fig. 11   Observation of Aluminum Anodic Oxide Film in LV Mode.

Fig. 10   Simulation of Penetration Depth of Incident Electrons in Specimen NiO bulk specimen.

The LV mode allows for observation of aluminum anodic oxide film, an insulator, by reducing charge accumulation. Landing voltage: 5 kV. (a) Surface observation. 

Backscattered electron image. Fine pores 10 to 100 nm in size were observed. (b) Fracture surface observation. Backscattered electron image.

Simulation results of the incident electron penetration depth when the stain-like defect was assumed to consist of nickel oxide (NiO). CASINO v2.51 used for simulation. Blue 

line represents the trajectory of incident electrons and red line the trajectory of backscattered electrons within the specimen. (a) At a landing voltage of 5 kV, the maximum 

penetration depth of incident electrons was about 200 nm. (b) At a landing voltage of 700 V, the maximum penetration depth of incident electrons was about 12 nm.
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Introduction

FIB is an instrument which can scan a fine ion beam on a 
sample, and can specify a position by observing a sample at a 
high magnification, and can carry out precise processing. Due 
to its advantages, it is mainly used for preparing TEM and SEM 
samples.

In order to achieve the desired accuracy, the FIB processing 
must be proceeded by changing the acceleration voltage and the 
probe current step by step so as to reduce the sample damage 
caused by beam irradiation. Therefore, it is required to adjust 
the optical axis, focus, and beam position of the ion beam for 
each acceleration voltage and probe current prior to processing. 
Since the beam position moves with and without the specimen 
approaching the accessory equipment such as a gas nozzle for 
deposition and a manipulator probe for pickup, pre-adjustment 
of this movement is also necessary. In order to prepare TEM 
samples, it is necessary to process various samples into a thin 

degree of skill for the operator. Since it is necessary to change 
the processing conditions step by step in the process of thinning, 
the operator could not leave the instrument room, the work 

We have developed an automated TEM lamella (thin film) 
preparation function “STEMPLING” with the aim of making 
samples without relying on operators' skills and automatically 
producing many samples with high throughput. This function 
makes it possible for anyone to quickly, stably and easily 
fabricate high-quality samples, thus improving the work 

JIB-4700F FIB-SEM Multi-beam System 

and FIB optical columns are mounted (Fig. 1). SEM column 
is equipped with a Schottky-Field-Emission electron source 
that enables high-resolution observations at low acceleration 

enabling high-speed observation and analysis. FIB column is 
equipped with a high-current Ga (gallium)-ion source of up to 

into a single instrument, the internal structure of the specimen 
processed by FIB can be immediately observed by SEM, and 
in addition, the cross section during processing can also be 
observed by SEM in real time. It is also possible to sequentially 
acquire SEM images and EDS maps while slicing with FIB, and 
to reconstruct the data in three dimensions later.

When an ion beam is irradiated while an organic gas is injected 

be made in the beam irradiated region by a chemical reaction.
In-situ nanomanipulator (optional) allows easy and reliable 

pick-up of the fabricated TEM lamellas in the specimen 
chamber. By adding “STEMPLING” function, many TEM 
lamellas can be fabricated automatically.

Conventional Manual TEM Lamella 
Preparation Workflow

The procedures from TEM lamella preparation by FIB to 
observation by TEM are shown below.

Fig. 2).
In order to prevent unintentional damage caused by ion 
beam irradiation to the region to be prepared, a protective 
film is deposited by the ion beam induced deposition 
using a gas injection system. At the same time, creation 
of a marker for beam drift compensation is made. The 

drilled by the ion beam processing.
Fig. 3).

processing is performed at the back and front sides of 

JIB-4700F is a Multi-beam processing and observation system equipped with SEM (Scanning Electron 

Microscope) and FIB (Focused Ion Beam). The main applications of this system are to prepare cross-sectional 

samples by FIB, to prepare TEM (Transmission Electron Microscope) samples, and to observe and analyze FIB 

cross-section by SEM. Particularly, TEM sample preparation has been carried out manually by operators in the past, 

but in recent years, automation using various techniques has been developed, which has led to labor saving for 

operators. In this article, the functions of automated TEM sample preparation by FIB will be described.

Automated TEM lamella 

Preparation with JIB-4700F

Yoshitaka Ishihara, Tomohiro Mihira  
EP Business Unit, JEOL Ltd.
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the area to be left using a large current beam, and then 
rough-finishing processing is performed to adjust the 
shape of the sample piece using a small current beam. 
After completion, the specimen stage is tilted so that the 
side of the chunk is visible, and bottom cutting and side 
cutting operations are performed to cut off the sample 
pieces from the base material. At this time, leave a bridge 
part for connecting a portion of the chunk with the base 
material.

C)  Pickup chunk with nanomanipulator (Fig. 4).
Move the manipulator to bring the tungsten probe into 
contact with the chunk, then perform ion beam deposition 

piece and the tungsten probe, and adhere them. Then, the 
bridge part is cut by FIB, and the manipulator is moved 
upward to pick up the sample piece.

D)  Fix chunk to the FIB grid (Fig. 5).
Move the sample stage to bring the sample post section 
of the FIB grid into the FIB field of view. Move the 
manipulator to bring the picked sample piece into contact 
with the sample post, and adhere them together with 
the tungsten deposition. After bonding, separate the 
tungsten probe and sample pieces by FIB. Then move 
the manipulator to retract the tungsten probe to a safe 
position.

E)  Thinning of chunk to fabricate TEM lamella (Fig. 6). 
The chunk is thinned by repeatedly processing the front 
and back sides. In order to maintain the mechanical 
strength, it is thinned stepwise from the edge of the 
sample toward the center. TEM lamella is completed 
when the thickness of the specimen central portion 
becomes 100 nm or less.

After completion of thinning, the FIB-grid is detached from 
the FIB and it is attached to TEM specimen holder. Then TEM 
holder is transferred to TEM for TEM observation.

As described above, the procedure for preparing a TEM 
sample by FIB is very complicated because a single lamella 
is prepared by repeating several tens of FIB processing. Until 
now, the operator had to manually specify processing conditions 
such as location, shape, size, beam current, total dose, scanning 
method and scanning direction at each lamella fabrication site.

In addition, pre-adjustment such as optical axis adjustment, 
focus adjustment and beam position adjustment are important 
to perform FIB processing with high accuracy. When the beam 
position is shifted by changing the beam current or inserting 
the gas nozzle of deposition, the processed sample is broken. 
Therefore, careful adjustment is necessary so that the bean 
position is not shifted.

Manual TEM lamella fabrication required operators to fully 
understand these situations, which requires high-level skills. 
Furthermore, operators were unable to leave the instrument 
while the above numerous manual operations were finished. 

A), B), and E) described above.

Outline of STEMPLING

T h e  a u t o m a t i c  T E M  l a m e l l a  p r e p a r a t i o n  s y s t e m 
“STEMPLING” is an optional attachment to the Multi-beam 
FIB-SEM system JIB-4700F and the Single-beam FIB system 
JIB-4000PLUS. The system was developed for allowing anyone 
to easily prepare TEM specimens without relying on their 

skills, and allowing multiple samples to be prepared basically 
unmanned except for the insertion of sample holder to the 
instrument and the designation of lamella preparation positions.

In STEMPLING, it is possible to prepare various samples 
such as thicker samples (chunks) for pick-up (Fig. 7 (a)), thinned 
lamellas from chunks (Fig. 7 (b)), lamellas for picking up by a 
glass probe (Fig. 7 (c)), cross-sectional SEM observation sample 
(Fig. 7 (d)), pre-processing of the sample for three-dimensional 
SEM observation (Fig. 7 (e)). For TEM lamella fabrication, 
FIB processing with an acceleration voltage of 30 kV enables 
automatic processing up to 100 nm thick.

When using automatic sample preparation, it is important to 
keep the performance of the instrument above a certain level. 

(1)
(2)

Fig. 1  Appearance of JIB-4700F.

Fig. 2  Preparation of protective film 
and marker using deposition.

(1) Drift Compensation Marker, (2) Protective film
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STEMPLING is equipped with a function that automatically 
adjusts the probe current, adjusts the focus, and adjusts the 
beam position when changing the beam-conditions, which 
was previously done manually. Now these can be done 
automatically, the time and skills required for adjustment are no 
longer required.

And, FIB beam stability is also important for long-time 
automated processing. In the past, only beam drift correction 

the probe current and the focus more stable. In addition to that, 
maintaining the image brightness after switching the beam 
condition was also a problem in performing image processing. 
To solve these problems, we have newly developed and installed 

the automatic probe current adjustment function (at the same 
time, the focus is also adjusted) and the automatic brightness 
correction function of the image using a new algorithm. As a 
result, stable FIB processing for a long time was possible. With 
STEMPLING, a large number of samples could be prepared 
using multiple stage coordinates in a single operation.

Sample preparation that does not 
depend on the user skills

In STEMPLING, the default recipes are prepared according to 
the sample shapes to be processed. Optimal processing parameters 
are automatically set simply by setting the sample size and 

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(1)

(2)
(6)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(5)(1) (2) (3) (4)

(1)1)1)(1(1(1(1(1((((((((((((

(2)
(3)

(4)))

(1)

Fig. 3  Cutting out a specimen block (chunk). Fig. 5  Fixing a chunk to FIB-grid.

Fig. 4  Picking-up a chunk by 
nanomanipulator.

Fig. 6  Thinning of a chunk fixed to FIB grid.

(1) Bridge part, (2)(6) Side cutting, (3) Slope processing area (The back and front 

sides of the sample block are processed into slopes.), (4) Cut-out block (Chunk), 

(5) Bottom cutting

(1) Bridge part disconnected by FIB, (2) Chunk, (3) Adhere probe and chunk by 

tungsten deposition. (4) Tungsten probe of nanomanipulator

(1) Sample post section of FIB grid (TEM grid for FIB), (2) Adhere chunk and 

post by tungsten deposition. (3) After bonding to the post, cut off here by FIB. 

(4) Tungsten probe

(1) Thinned section (100 nm thick), (2)(3)(4) To maintain strength, gradually 

reduce the thickness. (5) Drift compensation markers: Since beam drift 

compensation is especially important for automated processing, markers are 

drawn at the specimen edge by FIB and used to measure the amount of beam 

drift by image processing.
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material type to be produced. As a result, a sample preparation 
function that does not depend on the user's skill has been realized.

Figure 8 shows an example of sample preparation using a 
recipe of TEM lamella processing for some materials. TEM 

fabricated on all materials with ready-made recipes. If ready-
made recipes cannot accommodate materials with extremely low 
etch rates or extremely heat-sensitive materials, the recipe sets 
can be customized (e.g., adjusting probe current and dose).

Figure 9 shows TEM images of Magnesium alloy lamella 
prepared by STEMPLING. (a) shows a transmission electron 
microscope image (TEM image), (b) shows a bright-field 
scanning transmission electron microscope image (BF-STEM 

transmission electron microscope image (HAADF-STEM 
image). In the figures (a) to (c), there are regions where the 
brightness differs in the lateral direction, because the thickness 
of the lamella is changed stepwise to maintain the strength as 

nm thickness. It was not affected by the contamination due to 
redeposition after the FIB processing. Figure 9 (d) and (e) show 

enlargement of the area indicated by the yellow circle in (d). The 
crystalline lattice of Mg was clearly observed in the specimen 
automatically prepared by STEMPLING.

Unmanned and multiple sample preparation

Figure 10
fabricated unmanned for about 8 hours. It can be seen that all 
of the lamellas can be prepared in the same shape, and it can be 
considered that stable automatic sample preparation has been 
performed. If the processing is set and started before the end of 
the day, it is possible to automatically prepare samples in the 
night.

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

2 nm

200 nm

Fig. 8  Various TEM lamellas fabricated 
automatically using STEMPLING.

Fig. 9  TEM observation images of 
Magnesium alloy.

Fig. 7  Types of sample shapes that can be 
made with STEMPLING.

(e) Pre-processing for three-dimensional observation.

Sample for SEM observation while slicing the center block by FIB. 

The acquired SEM images can be reconstructed in three dimensions.

(c) Finished TEM lamella for picking 

up by a glass probe.

(c) GaN-LED.

(a) Chunk sample.

(a) Silicon wafer.

(a) TEM image.

(d) Enlarged HAADF-STEM image.

(d) Cross-sectional SEM observation 

sample.

(b) Thinning of a chunk fixed to FIB 

grid.

(b) Steel plate.

(b) BF-STEM image. (c) HAADF-STEM image.

(e) High-resolution TEM 

image of the Mg area, 

with enlargement of the 

yellow area in (d).

2 μm2 μm2 μm
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STEMPLING is capable of making multiple samples not only 
in one field of view but also in distant areas. When preparing 
samples at multiple locations, it is necessary to consider the 
height difference depending on the location. If there is a height 
difference, not only the problem of out-of-focus but also the 
problem of large misalignment arises when performing bottom 
cutting the chunk or lamella after tilting the stage. As the 
countermeasure, automatic tilt-eucentric adjustment function was 
implemented. Using this function, the height of the sample stage 
is automatically adjusted, and stable sample preparation become 
possible even for samples with steps. Figure 11 shows TEM 
lamellas automatically prepared continuously on a piece of Silicon 
wafer and on a copper TEM grid with openings. A copper grid 

piece. TEM lamellas were prepared cleanly without positional 
displacement even in the Silicon wafer section (a) below the step 
of the grid opening and on the copper grid above the step (b).

Summary

An automated TEM sample preparation software system 
STEMPLING has been developed as an optional attachment for 

such as probe current, focus, beam position shift when changing 
the beam condition. In addition, the processing settings have 
been simplified, making it possible to achieve diversified 
applications, such as preparation of samples of various shapes, 
processing various materials, processing in multiple locations 
and processing samples with steps. With STEMPLING, anyone 
can easily prepare TEM samples without depending on operator 
skills. Furthermore, the time required for operators in front of 
the instrument can be greatly reduced. In a typical example, it 

TEM sample preparation work is greatly improved.

Fig. 11  TEM lamellas automatically prepared from samples with step differences.

Specimen: Copper TEM sample grid on Silicon wafer piece

The upper right is a magnified image of TEM lamella made on the top surface of Copper grid.

The lower right is a magnified image of TEM lamella made on the Silicon wafer piece through the opening.

Fig. 10  Continuously and automatically 
prepared TEM lamellas 

            (Sample: Silicon wafer).

(a) 10 TEM lamellas fabricated in one operation (Processing time 8 hours).

(b) Magnified image of a lamella.

(a) Silicon wafer below the grid opening

(b) Top surface of copper grid
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Introduction

SEM can scan a focused electron beam and irradiate it on a 
sample surface to create images of secondary electrons (SEs) 
and backscattered electrons (BSEs) excited from the sample. The 
information is different among detected electrons. Secondary 

topographic and compositional information. It is also possible to 
independently equip several detectors for multiple acquisitions 

both a secondary electron detector and a backscattered electron 
detector for electron detection.

Electron spectrometers enable us to detect electrons exited 

optionally selective energy resolution for multiple purposes such 

energy resolution for elemental analysis and so on. Instruments 

Auger electron microprobe (SAM) or AES. JEOL offers AES 

Fig. 1).

(EDS). Electron probe irradiation to the sample surface excites 

is possible by using energy differences of characteristic 

Scanning electron microscope (SEM) equipped with an electron analyzer makes it possible to perform both 

compositional analysis and chemical state analysis by utilizing analytical methods such as Auger electron spectroscopy 

(AES) and reflection electron energy-loss spectroscopy (reflection EELS, or REELS). As the electron analyzer 

selectively detects electrons with limited energy range at one time, it needs iterative detection with changing the 

analyzer condition in order to acquire electron spectra with an energy range of around 1000 eV or more. The wider 

the measurement energy range, the longer the measurement time. Therefore it is not a practical technique to acquire 

a spectrum image with an electron spectrum in each pixel of a secondary electron image because of tremendous 

acquisition time. However, we developed a new electron spectrum imaging method which enables us to enhance 

throughput while coping with sample drift. This paper introduces this method and some application cases.

Spectrum Imaging for Secondary 

Electrons and Backscattered 

Electrons Using Band Pass Filter 

with Variable Energy Resolution

Tatsuya Uchida
2  

JEOL Ltd.  2 

Fig. 1  Auger microprobe JAMP-9510F.

Electron Optical Column
Vacc: 0.5 to 30 kV 
Ipmax: > 200 nA 

Hemi-Spherical Analyzer
Variable energy resolution 

Ion Gun
Sputtering and 
neutralization

Eucentric 5-axes Stage
Tilt: 0 to 90 deg 

l5-5-555 aaaxax

V V 
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method.
We believe that the functions mentioned above for EDS 

measurement technique unique to AES. These are the reasons 

this paper.

1. Working principle 
1.1. Difference between EDS analyzer and electron 

analyzer

analyzers are said to be surface sensitive and are easily affected 
by surface contamination. 

EDS and electron spectroscopy is parallel detection mechanism. 

Figure 2

the electrons having certain kinetic energy are detected by the 

) 

and dispersing conditions of the analyzer. The detector has 

execute data acquisition under optimal measurement conditions 
from elemental analysis condition to chemical state analysis 
condition because of variable energy resolution at electron 
spectrum acquisition (Fig. 3).

1.2. Spectrum imaging by electron analyzer

applied voltage of lens electrodes in the analyzer is shifted to 
change electron spectroscopic condition. This action needs 

calculated the time constant of the system. Figure 4
step response at the hemispherical electrodes. The black line 

attention to the time constant or settling time.

an area analysis like spectrum imaging acquiring spectra of all 

     

   

     

Fig. 2  Diagram of HSA.

Fig. 4  Transient response of lens power 
source.

Fig. 3  Electron spectra of Si with 
different energy resolution.
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shortens the time of measurements in electron spectroscopy.

scan electron probe and get spectroscopic image under fixed 
analyzer condition and to secondly change analyzer condition 
for next spectroscopic images so as to suppress the number 

spectrum imaging by electron analyzers. Figure 5 illustrates 
spectrum imaging scheme using iterative image acquisition. 

at one signal acquisition. This means measurement energy range 

occurs in spectrum imaging scheme. Each signal is detected by 

2. Electron spectroscopic spectrum 
imaging

2.1. Gain correction among detector channel

intensity correction is necessary because of the sensitivity 
Figure 6 is an example 

detector. The spectrum is acquired using the above scheme 
and each of the intensity is counted from one of the channels. 

of the detecting channels. This is because each channel has 
Figure 7 indicates the 

detecting electron energy changes. The irradiation position of 
the electron probe on the sample also affects the sensitivity. 

data for grasping the channel sensitivity because it takes longer 

ratio from the data cube acquired for spectrum imaging analysis.

Fig. 8). The 

Figure 9
channels. The sensitivity correction effectively reduces the 

2.2. Drift correction among images

Spectrum imaging by the electron analyzer repeats image 
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Spectrum imaging

An acquisition

An acquisition

An acquisition
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Channel

Fig. 5  Spectrum imaging with repetition 
of image acquisition.

Fig. 6  Electron spectrum around 200 eV.

Fig. 7  Sensitivity ratio between 
channels around 200 eV.
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energy range and measurement energy resolution. When a data 

attention to sample drift.
Figure 10

The drift of analysis position affects spectrum intensity. We 
confirmed the drift by overlaying the electron spectroscopic 

Figure 11

The contrast and brightness of the images are properly adjusted 
to clearly visualize the drift. The synthesized image indicates 

sample drift for electron probe position control during image 

drift just after the execution of the probe tracking function. If the 

unless the probe tracking function is done again. It is important 

correct the drift by not only the probe tracking function but 
also image data processing to the images. The data processing 
includes nonrigid image registration for local nonlinear 
distortion after applying translation and linear transformation 

Figure 12

that sample drift at every pixel is accurately removed. We 
applied this data processing to all images measured in spectrum 

(Fig. 13
proves that the intensity variation arising from the sample drift 

characteristic electron peaks.
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Fig. 9  Electron spectrum before and 
after the sensitivity correction.

Fig. 10  Electron spectrum around a 
boundary surface.

Fig. 11  Drift visualization during 
iterative image acquisition.

Fig. 8  Electron spectra divided according 
to the detecting channels.
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3. Application examples

electron spectroscopy.

3.1. Measurement example using secondary 
electron spectroscopy

information from different depths is obtained by changing the 

Fig. 14
acceleration voltage of the incident electron beam. When the 

focused on the energy of electrons emitted from samples. 
Figure 15

that the escape depth of electrons from the inside of the sample 

different depths can be obtained using electron spectroscopy 

Fig. 16. When the sample is observed 

Fig. 17).
Figure 18

     

Sn

Cu

Fig. 14  Schematic of electron beam 
diffusion.

Fig. 15  Relationship between electron 
energy and mean free path.

Fig. 16  Schematic of the sample.

Fig. 13  Elemental analysis of the 
spectrum after drift correction.

Fig. 12  Drift visualization after the 
image data processing.
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electron spectroscopic image of any kinetic energy can be 

the underlying characters are also slightly observed. On the 

the semiconductor pattern at the deeper part becomes prominent.

information later. Even if a highly accelerated electron beam is 

3.2. Measurement example using backscattered electrons

of energy lost from incident electrons. It has been used for the 

ELOSS p

LOSS P is the 

the transition. Since the energy used for electron transition 
differs depending on the electronic state and crystal structure 

be obtained by ordinary AES by performing EELS. This report 
focuses on the bandgap in the electronic state. 

Fig. 19

of conduction band in semiconductors or insulators. Since a loss 

to the conduction band by getting the energy of the incident 

loss energy corresponds to the band gap.
2 and TiO2

 Fig. 20

Figure 21 2 and SiO2 obtained 

2 and TiO2

2 and SiO2
Figure 22

Fig. 20  Schematic of the sample (left) 
and SEM image (right).

Fig. 19  Schematic of  how electrons 
occupy a band.

Fig. 17  Secondary electron images of 
the sample.

Fig. 18  

(a)

(b) (c)

(a) average spectra of the analysis area, and electron images of (b) 20 ~30 eV 

and (c) 2000 eV.
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2 layer and TiO2
of visualizing the difference in bandgap by using this energy 

that the SiO2 layer and the TiO2 layer are alternately formed.

3.3. Measurement example with high energy resolution

and electronic states such as the shift of the Auger electron 

Fig. 23

long time that energy value of the Auger electron peak differs 

Fig. 24

using Fig. 25

semiconductor. Since the position of the vacuum level does 

X

E L (E  EL )  EL

The energy of the electron shell is constant regardless of the 

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 24  Si KLL spectra of p-type Si and n-type Si.

Fig. 23  Schematic of the sample.

Fig. 22  

Fig. 21  Zero loss peak of TiO2 (left) and 
SiO2 (right).

(a) Spectrum extracted from the Spectrum Imaging data, and images 

revealing (b)TiO
2
 layer, (c) SiO

2
 layer, (d) synthesis image.

Acceleration voltage 2 kV
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Figure 26
a transistor sample using Spectrum Imaging. The measurement 

the spectra extracted from the regions surrounded by the orange 
and green squares. It is possible to extract the information to be 

secondary or backscattered electron images.

Conclusion

Spectrum Imaging of the electron spectrum has become 
possible at high speed due to the development of correcting 
the difference in the sensitivity of the channeltrons and the 

Spectrum Imaging measurement to data analysis can be easily 

as separation of secondary electron images due to differences in 

electron spectrometer.
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Ⅱ

Surf. 
Interface Anal. 18

. B16
 J. Surf. Anal. 7

(a) (b)

(c)

(d) (e)

Fig. 25  Schematic of work function.

Fig. 26  

(a) analysis area, (b) SEM image, (c) spectra extracted from orange and green 

squares in (b), (d) p-type Si distribution, (e) n-type Si distribution.
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Introduction

3D printer is an instrument that converts a 3D model (CAD and 
other) into slice data, and then stacks these slice layers to create 
a 3D structure. For metal materials, there are some methods: the 
powder bed method, in which metal powders are laminated, and 
the deposition method, in which metal powders are melted while 
being directly sprayed. The melting of metal powders can be 

heat source: laser beam and electron beam. Features of the electron 
beam method include: high power for high melting point materials, 
high throughput due to high scanning speed, reduced contamination 
due to forming under vacuum, and low strain due to the hot process.

We were responsible for the development of the electron beam 
powder-bed metal 3D printer (3D-EBM) at Technology Research 
Association for Future Additive Manufacturing (TRAFAM) for 

Fig. 1
consists of a single crystal LaB6 electron source mounted on an 
electron gun at the top of the electron beam column. The electron 
beam emitted from the source is controlled in diameter and 

enables fast metal melting. The vacuum chamber consists of a 
powder supply hopper that supplies metal powder, a recoating 

supply unit to the forming surface by comb teeth and smoothed it, a 
heat shield that keeps the temperature of the forming surface warm 
and prevents metal deposition to the surroundings, a Z-stage that 
raises and lowers the forming surface, and a build tank that stores 
the metal powder melted and temporarily sintered on the forming 
surface as the Z-drive unit descends.

Features of JAM-5200EBM
1. Long life of the electron source

Since the 3D-EBM machine uses electron beams for both heating 
and melting processes, it is necessary to have an electron source that 
can output a high-power electron beam stably for a long time. The 

6 electron 
source with a tip diameter of a few millimeters in order to achieve a 

Additive manufacturing (3D printer) is expected as a manufacturing technique of the next generation. In March 2021, we began sales 

of “JAM-5200EBM” Powder-bed metal 3D printer using an electron beam as a heat source (3D-EBM), by utilizing the technologies 

we have cultivated in the development of electron microscopes and electron-beam lithography systems for semiconductor 

manufacaturing. In addition to the high power, high speed scanning, and high vacuum inherent to the electron beam method, this 

equipment is characterized by long cathode life, beam correction, powder scattering prevention, and melting time control. In this paper, 

we will introduce the features and functions of the JAM-5200EBM, as well as some application examples of the 3D print.

Developing an Electron-Beam 

Metal 3D Printer JAM-5200EBM
Ayumu Miyakita   

Fig. 1  Appearance, configuration and specifications of the electron beam metal 3D printer JAM-5200EBM.
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for other products. The long lifetime is due to the optimization of 
the heating temperature of the electron source, the high vacuum 
of the electron gun chamber (Fig. 2) and the mitigation of the ion 
bombardment (Fig. 3).

2. Beam correction function

When the electron beam emitted from the electron gun is scanned 
over a wide area in the modeling area, there will be a shift in the 
scanning position, as well as out-of-focus and astigmatism of the 
electron beam depending on the scanning position. For this reason, 
it is necessary to carry out a correction process according to the 
scanning position in order to achieve a high degree of accuracy. 

directly (Fig. 4).

3. Helium-free and powder dispersal prevention “e-Shield”.

Powder scattering (so-called “Smoke”) is caused by electrically 

controlling this is to introduce a small amount of helium gas, which 
is ionized by the electrons and then neutralized by the ions, but the 

introduction of gas causes significant degradation of the cathode 
electron source. We have developed a new powder scattering 
prevention mechanism called “e-Shield” (Fig. 5) to suppress this 
charge and prevent powder scattering in the unsintered area, thus 
achieving helium-free operation.

4. Melting time control

The melting of the surface in the additive manufacturing process 

and high-speed scanning, such as 3D-EBM, the next melting line 

function to control the melt-solidification time for long and short 
melt lines.

Modeling examples of 3D-EBM
1. Titanium alloy

Titanium alloys are light, strong and rust resistant, but have 

3D-EBM uses an electron beam as its energy source, it can melt at 
high power and is applicable to titanium alloys. An example of a 
prototype made with this machine is the electron gun chamber part 
made of titanium alloy (Fig. 6).

better than the bulk material (Fig. 7

mixture, whereas the modeling material has a fine needle-like 
structure. The melting process in this machine involves the repeated 

irradiation. This gives a different metallurgical structure than that of 
the bulk material (Fig. 8).

Fig. 4  Auto-adjustment to measure the 
direct electron beam.

Fig. 5  Powder dispersal prevention 
“e-Shield”.

Fig. 2  Electron optics system and differential 
pumping.

Fig. 3  LaB6 surface state after use.

An aperture between the electron gun chamber and the vacuum chamber allows 

the differential pumping of gases generated during the forming process to be 

blocked and the vacuum in the electron gun chamber to be maintained at 10-6 Pa.

(a) without ion reflector (used for 60 hours) (b) with ion reflector (used for 

1,500 hours). The instrument is equipped with a mechanism to suppress the 

penetration of positive ions into the electron gun in order to reduce ion impact.

The e-Shield prevents the charging caused by scattered electrons and allows 

stable building to continue without large-scale smoke.
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2. Pure copper

Pure copper must be manufactured in a more heat-retaining 
environment to ensure that its high thermal conductivity is not 
compromised. 3D-EBM can be used to melt materials in a high 
vacuum without compromising performance. As an example, a heat 
sink is shown in Fig. 9.

3. Nickel-based superalloys

layered in the cold process. By using 3D-EBM, it has been reported 

example, the turbine-blade is shown in Fig. 10.

Conclusion

highly repeatable forming. This machine enables the integration of 
multiple components, weight reduction to reduce fuel consumption 
and increase power output, reduce costs and shorten development 

operation and throughput, as well as develop the machine so that 
it can be used as a safe and reliable instrument for a wide range of 
customers, including the modeling of materials that can demonstrate 
the effectiveness of the electron beam method.
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in Electron Beam Sintering, in ‘Solid Freeform Fabrication 

Fig. 6  Prototype of a Ti-6Al-4V practical 
component.

Fig. 7  Results of tensile tests on Ti-6Al-4V 
alloy 3D-EBM objects.

Fig. 8  Observation of the metallurgical 
structure of Ti-6Al-4V alloy objects.

Electron gun chamber (height 173 mm / secondary machining) Lightweight (left), 

conventional (right). The building object is around 25% lighter by weight than before.

It is also possible to form nickel-

based superalloys, which require 

preheating to temperatures of 

1100 °C or higher.

It is made of pure copper and 

is capable of forming complex, 

hollow shapes.

Fig. 10  Prototype nickel-based superalloy 
(718) component: turbine blade.

Fig. 9  Prototype Pure Copper Components: 
Heat Sinks.
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Introduction

We are pleased to announce the release of the new “JMS-Q1600GC 
UltraQuad™ SQ-Zeta”, a 6th generation JEOL gas chromatography-
quadrupole mass spectrometer (GC-QMS) that further builds upon 
the 1st generation “JMS-K9” launched in 2003. The appearance and 
features of each successive JEOL GC-QMS are shown in Fig. 1. The 
JMS-Q1600GC has the highest sensitivity commercially available 
within the GC-QMS market and provides a wide dynamic range 
that makes it suitable for both qualitative and quantitative analysis 
for a wide variety of applications and samples. As for the software, 
MSPRIMO™ provides an intuitive user-interface for instrument 
operation, and Escrime™ provides an optimized user-interface 
for multi-component and multi-specimen quantitative analysis. 
In addition, the JMS-Q1600GC can be equipped with an optional 
high-performance ion source “EPIS” to enable highly sensitive 
electron ionization (EI) measurements and optional “msFineAnalysis 
iQ” software to enable automatic qualitative analysis of GC-
QMS data using many of the same features implemented in our 
highly successful “msFineAnalysis” software that was originally 
designed for gas chromatography-high resolution time-of-flight 
mass spectrometry (GC-HRTOFMS) data. In this article, we will be 
discussing the new JMS-Q1600GC with a specific focus on these 
new options.

High-Performance Ion Source “EPIS”

The “Enhanced Performance Ion Source” (EPIS) is an optional 
EI ion source that enables highly sensitive GC-EI measurements 
due to improvements to the design of the ion source chamber 
(Fig. 2). The instrument detection limit (IDL) when using the 

for GC-MS sensitivity measurements, is 1 fg or less. This is 

with the IDL using the standard EI ion source which has an IDL 
value of 5 fg. Figure 3 shows the selected ion monitoring (SIM) 

which the IDL calculated from the peak areas is 0.6 fg. 

Therefore, despite the fact that the JMS-Q1600GC is capable of 
high-sensitivity GC-MS measurements with the standard EI ion 
source, the EPIS can provide even higher sensitivity results when 
used on the system.

Japan Water Quality Standards Testing Using 
Scan Measurement Mode and Dual GC Column 
Configuration in a Single GC-MS System

In this work, we used a JMS-Q1600GC equipped with an EPIS 
to do a study showing that this GC-MS system can measure all 
chemical compounds required for Japanese water quality standards 
testing. These standards are specified in Japan by the “Ministerial 
Ordinance on Water Quality Standards” based on Article 4 of the 
Waterworks Law and requires that 19 chemical compounds must be 
tested by using GC-MS. Additionally, these 19 chemical compounds 
are classified into five sub-groups that include volatile organic 
compounds (VOCs), mold odor-causing substances (mold odors), 
haloacetic acids, formaldehyde, and phenols. To further complicate 
this situation, the VOCs and mold odor compounds require a mid-
polarity GC column while the haloacetic acids, formaldehyde, and 
phenols require a nonpolar GC column (see Fig. 4). As a result, 
when measuring all of these compounds, it is normally necessary to 
exchange the GC columns when using a single GC-MS system. Also, 
when two GC columns are simultaneously connected to an MS (even 
if only one column is used), the Helium carrier gas must be supplied 
to both columns which then reduces both the MS vacuum level as 
well as the sensitivity of the system. However, the JMS-Q1600GC 
equipped with an EPIS can maintain the required sensitivity for all 
analytes while being simultaneously connected to a medium polar 
column (VOCs and mold odor) and a non-polar column (haloacetic 
acids, formaldehyde, and phenols). Furthermore, the sensitivity of the 
EPIS is such that Scan measurements can be used for these protocols 

the GC-MS measurement for water quality testing. SIM quantitation 
measurements start with a Scan measurement of the standard sample 
to determine the best ions for monitoring the analytes. Afterwards, 
a SIM method is setup to monitor each ion of interest, and then the 

The new JEOL “JMS-Q1600GC UltraQuad™ SQ-Zeta” is a 6th generation high-performance GC-QMS that can be used for 

a variety of applications involving both qualitative and quantitative analysis. Additionally, the basic high-performance capabilities 

offered by this system have been further improved with the addition of the “EPIS” ion source and “msFineAnalysis iQ” software. 

The high-performance “EPIS” ion source is a high sensitivity EI source that was specifically designed to lower the detection 

limits of the system for improved quantitative analysis, and the “msFineAnalysis iQ” software is designed to improve qualitative 

analysis results by combining GC-EI and GC-Soft Ionization data to automatically generate an integrated qualitative analysis report.

Gas Chromatograph

- Quadrupole Mass Spectrometer, 

JMS-Q1600GC UltraQuad™ SQ-Zeta
Yoshio Abe and Masaaki Ubukata     MS Business Unit, JEOL Ltd.
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standard samples are measured for a calibration curve followed by 
measuring the real samples for quantitative analysis. In contrast, Scan 

quantitation in that it eliminates the SIM setup step and allows the 
analyst to directly measure the standard samples and the real samples 
by using Scan mode. Typically, Scan measurements provide poorer 
sensitivity measurements when compared to SIM measurements 
so it is typically not possible to do high sensitivity testing of low-
level analytes. However, the JMS-Q1600GC equipped with an EPIS 

protocols that previously required SIM methods. For this work, all 
compound peaks were detected with enough intensity, indicating 
that the Scan sensitivity was enough for water quality testing. 
Figure 5 shows the extracted chromatograms for 1,4-Dioxane, 
2-Methylisoborneol, chloroacetic acid, and 2,4,6-Trichlorophenol 

In addition to the low-level detection of the target compounds, 
the Japanese Water Quality Standards protocol also requires that the 
GC-MS must be capable of measuring concentrations of 1/10 or less 
of the action limit for each target compound with a coefficient of 

tested at the required concentrations below the lower limit, and the 
results are shown in Table 1
all compounds was less than 20%, it can be concluded that the JMS-

can be applied to the measurement of water quality standards using 
the simpler Scan mode method. 

“msFineAnalysis iQ” 
– Integrated Qualitative Analysis Software

“msFineAnalysis” was first released in 2018 as an integrated 
qualitative analysis software package that combines the analysis 
results of EI and Soft Ionization (SI) methods measured by gas 
chromatography-high resolution time-of-flight mass spectrometry 

High performance

Various ionization methods msFineAnalysis iQ

MSPRIMO Escrime

JMS-Q1500GCJMS-Q1050GCJMS-K9 JMS-Q1000GC JMS-Q1000GC

JMS-Q1600GC 

Fig. 1  Photos and features for all JEOL GC-QMS models, including the new JMS-Q1600GC.

Fig. 2  Image of high-performance ion 
source “EPIS”.
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(GC-HRTOFMS) to automatically generate a qualitative analysis 

analysis and has steadily improved with each successive version of 
the software. With the release of “msFineAnalysis iQ”, this highly 
acclaimed software has now been expanded to the qualitative 
analysis of low-resolution data from a GC-QMS (JMS-Q1600GC).

Typically, qualitative analysis by GC-QMS only involves library 
database (DB) searches using EI data. However, if qualitative analysis 
is performed using only the similarity score to the library spectrum, 
it is not uncommon to have multiple candidates with high scores for 
some unknowns which can then result in the wrong candidate being 
selected by the analyst. Alternatively, if the sample has also been 
measured using soft ionization (SI), then it is possible to narrow 
down the DB searches by using the molecular ion information for 
each analyte. However, this adds another data set for the analyst to 
work with, further complicating the overall analysis. msFineAnalysis 
iQ addresses this situation by automatically combining the EI DB 
search results with the molecular ion information from the SI data to 
produce a high-quality qualitative analysis report.

With this in mind, it is important to have both GC/EI and GC/

SI in order to use the capabilities provided by msFineAnalysis iQ. 
The JMS-Q1600GC comes equipped with a standard EI source and 
has optional SI methods that include an EI/PI (Photoionization) 
combination ion source as well as a traditional Chemical Ionization 
(CI) ion source. The EI/PI source is particularly useful for this 
situation because switching between EI and PI does not require 
breaking vacuum. Additionally, the PI method relies on photons 
for ionization, making it simpler to use than CI which requires the 
selection of a reagent gas. That being said, CI is an effective SI 
method that can be very sensitive for a wide variety of analytes and 
only requires an ion volume exchange to switch from EI to CI.

The work-flow of the integrated qualitative analysis in 
msFineAnalysis iQ is shown in Fig. 6. Once the data is acquired by 
GC/EI and GC/SI, the peaks in the total ion chromatogram (TIC) 
are detected to create the mass spectra. For the peak detection, 
the deconvolution function is used to detect each peak, including 
deconvolving peaks with insufficient separation. Afterwards, 
each EI and SI mass spectrum is associated with a corresponding 
chromatographic peak retention time, and then the EI and SI mass 
spectra with the same retention times are assigned as the same 

Fig. 4  19 chemical compounds measured for Japanese Water Quality Standards GC-MS method.

Fig. 3  SIM chromatograms and peak area values for 5 fg of OFN measured continuously (n=8).
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component. The EI mass spectra are then library searched for matches, 
and the candidates are further narrowed down using the retention 
index (RI) search. RI is effective in determining compounds that are 

DB has about 350,000 RI values for about 70,000 compounds by 
column polarity and GC conditions. The SI mass spectra are then used 
to determine the molecular ions for each candidate, and the observed 
molecular ions are compared to the DB search results. Finally, all of 
these analysis results are integrated together into a qualitative analysis 
report for the peaks detected in the sample.

Another important feature of msFineAnalysis iQ is the variance 
components analysis function in which two similar samples can 
be directly compared in order to identify sample differences. This 
analysis function statistically compares two samples while also 
utilizing all of the normal msFineAnalysis iQ qualitative analysis 
capabilities described previously. Variance components analysis 
can be particularly useful for comparing complex materials that 
have subtle differences. In particular, this capability could be 
critically important for addressing changes in material synthesis 
or manufacturing processes in which product quality is critically 
important.

Using msFineAnalysis iQ for the Qualitative 
Analysis of Commercial Polypropylene 
Products Measured by Pyrolysis GC-MS

In this study, we have measured two commercial polypropylene 
products by using pyrolysis GC-MS, and then analyzed the results by 
using msFineAnalysis iQ. The samples were commercially available 
non-woven polypropylene masks and antibacterial sheets for lunch 
boxes. A JMS-Q1600GC equipped with the EI/PI combination ion 
source and a pyrolyer system (PY-3030D, Frontier Labs, Inc.) was 
used for the sample measurements. Each sample was measured 
n=5 for the EI method and n=1 for the PI method. Afterwards, 
msFineAnalysis iQ was used to compare the samples to each other.

The Volcano plot comparing the non-woven masks and 
antibacterial sheets to each other as well as the integrated analysis 
results for several components specific to each sample identified 
from the Volcano plot are shown in Fig. 7. In the Volcano plot, each 
spot corresponds to one compound, and the overall spot size indicates 
the area value. The vertical axis in the volcano plot is the negative 
of the logarithm of the p-value, where the larger the value, the more 
reproducible the component. The horizontal axis is the logarithm of 

Compound Name C.V.
(%)

Sample Conc. Standard Value

Carbon tetrachloride 0.1 2.0 2
1,4-dioxane 1 3.4 50
trans-1,2-dichloroethylene
cis-1,2-dichloroethylene
1,2-dichloroethylene 0.2 0.8 40
Dichloromethane 0.1 3.4 20
Tetrachlorethylene 0.1 0.9 10
Trichlorethylene 0.1 1.4 10
benzene 0.1 1.0 10
Chloroacetic acid 2 2.6 20
Chloroform 0.1 1.0 60
Dichloroacetic acid 2 1.9 30
Dibromochloromethane 0.1 2.6 100

Compound Name C.V.
(%)

Sample Conc. Standard Value

Total trihalomethane 0.4 1.6 100
Trichloroacetic acid 2 0.8   30
Bromodichloromethane 0.1 1.8   30
Bromoform 0.1 2.5   90
Formaldehyde 1 0.7   80
2-Methylisoborneol 0.001 4.3     0.01
Geosmin 0.001 1.6     0.01
Phenol 0.5 0.9

  5

2-Chlorophenol 0.5 0.5
4-Chlorophenol 0.5 0.6
2,6-dichlorophenol 0.5 0.9
2,4-dichlorophenol 0.5 0.2
2,4,6-Trichlorophenol 0.5 3.7

Fig. 5   SIM chromatograms at lower concentration limit for 1,4-Dioxane, 
2-Methylisoborneol, Chloroacetic acid, and 2,4,6-Ttrichlorophenol.

Table 1   Coefficients of variation values for 19 chemical compounds in the Japanese water quality standards.
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the intensity ratio between the two samples (Fold-change), where the 
larger absolute value indicates a larger gap in the peak area between 
the specimens. Additionally, the compounds plotted on the left side 
of the volcano plot are specific to non-woven masks, while those 

compounds plotted on the right side are specific to antibacterial 
sheets. Also worth noting, the compounds plotted near the center 
were interpreted as common compounds that were found in both 
samples. In this example, the volcano plot shows that the majority of 
compounds detected were common to both samples. 

For each compound in the volcano plot, msFineAnalysis iQ also 
performed an integrated qualitative analysis using the workflow 
shown in Figure 6. Afterwards, the software creates an integrated 
report in which the compound with the best match is automatically 
selected as the best candidate. As an example, the characteristic 

as 2,4-Di-tert-butylphenol which is known as a raw material for 
antioxidants. The characteristic component “Compound 2” in the 
antibacterial sheet was identified as Benzene, 1,3-disocyanato-2-
methyl-(2,6-TDI) which is known as a raw material for polyurethane 
and suggests the presence of polyurethane in the antibacterial sheet. 
As this work shows, msFineAnalysis iQ makes it simple to extract 
and identify components that are different between two samples.

Conclusion

The “JMS-Q1600GC UltraQuad™ SQ-Zeta” is a GC-MS 
system that provides a variety of solutions for both qualitative and 
quantitative analysis. Furthermore, the addition of both the “EPIS” 
high-performance ion source and “msFineAnalysis iQ” automated 
qualitative analysis software provides unique capabilities that are 
not available with other GC-QMS systems. The JMS-Q1600GC 
provides powerful hardware and software solutions that can uniquely 
help with a variety of analytical applications and challenges.

Non-woven mask Antibacterial sheet for lunch box

# Library Name CAS# Simlarity Reverse Simlarity Lib. RI [iu] RI [iu] Formula EI Base Peak (Lib.) MS Molecular Weight Check
L01 2,4-Di-tert-butylphenol 96-76-4 933 933 1514 4 C14 H22 O 191 206
L07 Phenol, 2,5-bis(1,1-dimethylethyl)- 5875-45-6 862 862 1514 4 C14 H22 O 191 206
L11 Phenol, 3,5-bis(1,1-dimethylethyl)- 1138-52-9 834 834 1255-1855 0 C14 H22 O 191 206
L22 Silane, [4-(1,1-dimethylethyl)phenyl]trimethyl- 18412-68-5 761 762 848-1610 0 C13 H22 Si 191 206
L23 4'-Diethylaminoacetanilide 5326-57-8 738 755 1399-2109 0 C12 H18 N2 O 191 206

# Library Name CAS# Simlarity Reverse Simlarity Lib. RI [iu] RI [iu] Formula EI Base Peak (Lib.) MS Molecular Weight Check
L01 Benzene, 1,3-diisocyanato-2-methyl- 91-08-7 906 906 N/A N/A C9 H6 N2 O2 174 174
L02 Benzene, 2,4-diisocyanato-1-methyl- 584-84-9 875 875 1352 14 C9 H6 N2 O2 174 174
L03 3-Ethyl-1,2-dihydro-2-oxoquinoxaline 13297-35-3 763 763 1184-1894 0 C10 H10 N2 O 174 174
L04 4H-Pyrido[1,2-a]pyrimidin-4-one, 2,6-dimethyl-16867-28-0 739 746 1180-1890 0 C10 H10 N2 O 174 174
L05 Benzo [f]-1,5-diazabicyclo[3.2.2]nonene 7092-76-4 737 760 1177-1887 0 C11 H14 N2 174 174

Fig. 7   Volcano plot of non-woven masks and antibacterial sheets, and integrated 
qualitative analysis result for specific compounds.

Fig. 6   Integrated qualitative analysis        
work-flow on the msFineAnalysis iQ.
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Long-life Cathode                                                                        
The Long-life Cathode which lasts over 1,500 hours, can greatly reduce downtime 
for cathode replacement.

Helium-Free and powder dispersal prevention system "e-Shield"
No helium gas is required to prevent scattering of powder. In addition,JEOL's unique 
powder dispersal prevention system avoids the scattering phenomenon.  Thanks to 
the helium-free environment, not only can parts be manufactured in a clean space 
at a low cost, but "the surface of the cathode is also less susceptible to damage, 
allowing the electron beam to remain stable." As a result, the manufacturing quality 
can be maintained until the end of the cathode’s lifetime.

Automatic Electron Beam Correction                                         
The focus and spot shape of the electron beam are automatically corrected 
according to the irradiation position by the technology developed in our electron 
beam lithography system for semiconductor manufacturing.

Remote Monitoring System                                                        
The manufacturing status and the machine conditions can be checked from a 

Uncorrected Corrected (JEOL)

Electron Beam Metal 3D Printer

JAM-5200EBM
Using electron beam control technology 
of the world's highest level performance 
electron microscope and electron beam 
lithography system for semiconductor 
manufacturing, JEOL has developed an 
"Electron Beam Metal 3D Printer" with 
high power, high speed and high density 
manufacturing. Enables mass production 
with high quality and high reproducibility.

Introduction of JEOL Products
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Lineup of ECZ Luminous

All models feature high performance digital high frequency technology and user-friendly Delta software.

ECZL G series                                                                                    

of the spectrometer has been reduced to less than 60% of that of ECZR, while maintaining 

user applications and the introduction of the latest applications.

ECZL R series                                               
This model is a compact spectrometer that is compatible 

less than 50% of that of ECZR, and it can also be used for 
solid-state measurements.

ECZL S series                                               

frequency technology of the ECZL series.

Dual rack configuration

NMR Spectrometers

JNM-ECZL series (ECZ Luminous)

Introduction of JEOL Products
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ECZL G series ECZL R series ECZL S series

Sample type solution/solid solution/solid solution

Number of channels 
2 ch (standard) 

2 ch 2 ch
Expandable up to 8 channels  

power amplifier 
100 W (standard)

200/500/1000 W (as option) 100 W 50 W

Low frequency
power amplifier 500/1000/2000 W (as option) 150 W

gradient amplifier 
10 A (standard)

10 A 10 A

More compact spectrometer                                                                                
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